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1 Introduction 
 

What even most laymen seem to know about translating is that omissions and 

deleting words are a common phenomenon in the world of translating, as it is easy to 

observe omissions in subtitles, for example. Translations tend to turn out longer 

during the translation process than their source texts (henceforth abbreviated as ST) 

(Chesterman 2010: 41), which means that sometimes the translator has to leave 

something out if space is at a premium. Sometimes the case may be that the ST might 

present an insurmountable translation problem, which in turn may cause the 

translator to ignore the problem, and leave the problematic expression out of the 

translation. As the saying goes: “When in doubt, leave it out.” 

 

In response to this saying, however, a similar one has been invented for the opposite 

phenomenon: “When in doubt, write it out.” What this basically means is that, in 

some cases, a phenomenon called explicitation occurs in a translation. Explicitation 

means that the translation becomes more explicit than its ST, as the translator adds 

components that are only implicit in the ST (Vehmas-Lehto 2001: 221). Implicit 

information is something that can be read “between the lines” in a text. We could 

also say that explicitation entails explaining phenomena of the ST in the translation. 

Explicitation is thought to be a universal tendency in translating, a translation 

universal being a property which occurs irrespective of the language pair of the 

translation (Chesterman 2010: 41). The prevalence of explicitation in translation 

makes it a central concept for translation studies. 

 

We might then ask ourselves what kinds of phenomena might require this kind of 

explicitation. The essence of the answer is simple: things that the reader of the target 

text is not familiar with. The purpose of translating is transferring messages across 

cultural and lingual barriers by experts of languages and culture – translators – who 

use various message transmitters and techniques, such as explicitation (Nord 1997: 

13). Translational action is always both a linguistic and also a cultural transfer, which 

basically means that various cultural aspects have to be conveyed for the target 

reader in addition to the linguistic content (Vermeer 2013: 3). However, the related 
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question as to what kinds of phenomena may need explicitation is more complex, 

and can be answered only partially in this study. 

 

Translational action is thus both interlingual and intercultural, and translation can be 

considered a cross-cultural event with the focus on the target text (henceforth 

abbreviated as TT), not necessarily as much on the ST (Houlind 2001: 128). This 

cultural transfer engenders cultural translation problems that exist because of 

differences between cultures (Nord 1997: 66). In this vein, Holliday (2010: 174) 

argues that language can be considered a cultural marker, an artefact that signifies 

the reality of a culture. Thus, as differences between cultures most certainly exist, 

their existing lexicons also differ. Explicitation can provide at least a partial solution 

for crossing these cultural and linguistic barriers. 

 

Culture-specific features are a phenomenon that can be observed in only one culture 

when comparing multiple cultures with each other, which makes them non-universal. 

This, however, does not necessarily mean that the same phenomenon could not 

appear in other cultures. Culture-specific features can consist of, for example, native 

animal breeds, such as the Finnish kyyttö cows. Reiß and Vermeer further note that 

culture-specific elements can be a cause of translation problems, such as difficulties 

in translating fiction with culture-specific features, the value of which will be 

different in the target culture (2013: 26). These kinds of translation problems can be 

solved in many ways, including explicitation. 

 

Imagine a genre full of culture-bound, i.e. culture-specific phenomena, various kinds 

of historical facts, famous people, and places or events with foreign names. This is 

what tourist brochures consist of from the point of view of explicitation. A tourist 

brochure is a printed leaflet that advertises and gives information regarding a certain 

location and its activities or events for tourism purposes. These usually small-sized 

brochures contain information in a restricted space containing both images and 

written text. Typically, tourist brochures are a genre and a print media that promote 

and describe certain areas or features of a country, and when texts denoting such 

phenomena are translated into another language, the things described in them may 

become unfamiliar to the target readers i.e. target recipients. The meanings of the 

source language expressions must somehow be encoded in the target language. This 
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is where explicitation comes in as a tool for explaining and making people 

understand. Thus, as noticed earlier, the name of the native Finnish breed of kyyttö 

cows can be made more understandable in English by using explicitation. 

 

The present master’s thesis focuses on this aspect of explicitation in tourist brochure 

translations from Finnish into English. The purpose of the research is to examine 

what kinds of phenomena are explicitated in the translations of the research material, 

and to find some connections between the explicitated phenomena and the intended 

target audiences. The hypothesis is that the explicitated phenomena will have a 

connection to the target reader mainly because of the translator’s or client’s 

expectations with regard to the intended audience’s limited background knowledge.  

 

The research is carried out by means of a detailed analysis of the research material: 

by analysing the explicitation examples in four tourist brochure translations, and then 

comparing the observations to the answers given by a tourist brochure translator in 

an e-mail interview on explicitation and the target reader. The analysis and the 

associated interpretation of the answers are done within the theoretical frameworks 

of skopos theory and text type theory. The multimodality of the genre and culture-

specific features are also important factors when analysing explicitation in the 

translations, and will therefore also be relied on in the course of the examination.  

 

The connections between explicitation and the target reader in tourist brochure 

translations is a fertile research topic as there has been little research from this 

specific point of view. The multimodality of tourist brochures has been widely 

researched by Tuomo Hiippala (2013), and tourist brochure translations have been 

studied in many master’s theses, such as Leinonen (2013), Viiman (2012), Antti-

Poika (2009) and Luonua (2013). However, all these have had their focus on some 

other aspect than explicitation. The results of research of the present type can be used 

i.a. for justifying translation choices and solutions on the assumption that the results 

can be used as an effective argument against unjustified feedback or criticism from a 

translation commissioner or another party.  

 

I wrote my bachelor’s thesis on the phenomena that have been explicitated in tourist 

brochure translations (Tolvanen: 2015), but in the present research the purpose is to 
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delve deeper into the reasons behind explicitation, and to see how the skopos and 

functional theories operate in practice. This is done by observing if the text type, 

function and skopos of the translations have possibly affected the explicitation cases 

in the translations. This means that, besides providing additional information on 

explicitation and tourist brochure translations, this research also has practical value 

in that it thus tests the applicability of skopos and functional translation theories in 

certain limited ways. Why there has not been more research on explicitation in 

tourist brochures is a good question since the genre is ripe with culture-specific 

expressions and words that are foreign for the intended target readership. It is this 

gap in the research field which thus acts as the main incentive for the present thesis. 

 

The thesis is organised as follows: It starts with a theoretical background chapter, in 

which the focus is on the theories on skopos, the target reader, English as a lingua 

franca, text types, explicitation, culture-specific features, and multimodality. These 

theories all provide essential tools when one is trying to understand the reasons 

behind explicitation. After the theoretical background, the material of the present 

thesis is introduced. At first, the focus is on the four Finnish tourist brochures and 

their English translations that are analysed in the course of the research are, and after 

that, the focus is on the interview of the translator, Pekka Hirvonen. The material is 

then analysed further from the point of view of the types of phenomena detected in 

the tourist brochures. The analysis is then linked with the answers received in the 

translator interview, and the answers are analysed from the point of view of skopos 

theory. Finally, the analysis then leads to the conclusions chapter that includes the 

results of the analysis of the tourist brochure translations and the interview. 
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2 Theoretical background 
 

The theoretical background of this research consists of skopos theory, the notion of 

the target reader, English as a lingua franca, text type theory, explicitation, culture-

specific features, and multimodality. The first four and culture-specific features are 

essential for this research as they can be used to explain the reasons for explicitation 

to a notable extent. Multimodality, however, is also an important aspect when 

analysing tourist brochure translations since tourist brochures as a multimodal genre 

typically have certain restrictions as to their space usage.  

 

As the focus of this research is on the links between the target reader and 

explicitation in tourist brochure translations, it is essential to take a look at the 

possible reasons behind explicitation, and, most of all, the purpose and function of 

tourist brochures. This is where skopos and text types come in, both theories being 

highly relevant for defining the texts’ purposes. It is clear that one of the possible 

reasons behind explicitation is that the commissioning client has wished explicitation 

to some extent, but otherwise, analysing skopos and text type can be useful in that 

the two techniques may function as effective tools in uncovering some possible 

explicitation motives. Target readers are, in addition to skopos and text type, 

important factors in determining the choices that the translator makes or is asked to 

make by the client or commissioner of the translation (e.g. translation agent or 

agency).  

 

Translators do not usually act just on their own, the usual real-life translation 

situation being that a translator is asked to translate something by another party who 

has a reason for asking for the translation. A translation usually has an initiator who 

needs the text for a receiver in the target culture for a given purpose (Nord 1997: 20). 

This is why the aspect of the translation commissioner also has to be addressed. The 

commissioner’s instructions on what kind of translation is needed constitute what is 

called a translation brief, which usually defines a translation’s intended function and 

target audience (Nord 1997: 29). Translation briefs differ significantly from 

commission to commission, and sometimes the case may be that the translator 

receives no instructions at all, as can be witnessed in the answers given by the 

interviewed translator, Pekka Hirvonen, in the present thesis.  
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This chapter goes into more detail on explicitation, the focus of observation in this 

research. Besides the aforementioned translation phenomena, the notions of culture 

and equivalence that are related to skopos theory are equally analysed to some extent 

in relation to the explicitation analysis. The chapter also takes a deeper look at the 

tourist brochure genre.  

 

2.1 Skopos theory 

Even though not all human action happens for a purpose, it can be argued with a 

certain degree of certainty that translations do not generally happen accidentally. 

They always have someone translating them for a purpose. This is the essence of the 

skopos theory originally introduced by Katharina Reiß and Hans J. Vermeer in their 

book Towards a General Theory of Translational Action: Skopos Theory Explained, 

originally published in 1984 (cited here in the 2013 translated English edition). The 

notion of skopos was also soon analysed by, for example, Justa Holz-Mänttäri within 

her theory of translational action (1984).  

The first part of Reiß and Vermeer’s book was written by Vermeer, and the second 

part by Reiß. The first part of the book is mostly concerned with Vermeer’s skopos 

theory, whereas the second part focuses on Reiß’ text-typology, which is dealt with 

here below. Skopos theory emphasises the priority of the purpose of texts (Reiß & 

Vermeer 2013: 84), the term skopos originally deriving from the Greek word for 

’aim’ and ’purpose’ (σκοπός, skopòs). This transition in translation studies to focus 

on skopos, the intended purpose of a translation, challenged the long-standing 

dominance of the weight of the ST itself (Pym 2009: 1). The introduction of skopos 

theory also adjusted the course of translation studies with this functionalist approach, 

with German functionalism in the lead. 

Both Vermeer and Reiß define the term skopos as the purpose of a translation, and 

Nord (1997: 12) writes that skopos theory could thus also be called a theory of 

purposeful action. Reiß and Vermeer further argue that the skopos rule can be 

considered the highest rule of a theory of translational action. As the saying goes, 

“the end justifies the means” (2013: 90). Vermeer also mentions many skopos-
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related words, including aim, purpose, function and intention. However, there are 

certain distinctions between all these related words, and Vermeer does emphasise 

that they are not to be used as synonyms for skopos in this context.  

Nord’s definition is along the same lines; she similarly defines skopos as the purpose 

of a translation process (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: i). This purpose can also be called a 

TT function, the internal function of the translation process from the point of view of 

the produced translatum. The term translatum can be defined as an offer of 

information in a target language and culture about an offer of information originally 

made in a source culture and language, and it also includes the elements and 

meanings of the ST (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 107). 

According to Nord, skopos theory (’Skopostheorie’) applies the notion of skopos to 

translating, the purpose of translational action being the main factor in determining 

the outcome of a translation process (Nord 1997: 140). Reiß and Vermeer argue that 

translational actions are governed by their purposes, their intentional goals (2013: 

85). In other words, the TT, the translation, has a certain communicative purpose in 

the target situation and context. Besides this, it should be borne in mind that a 

translation is specifically an offer of information about the ST’s offer of information 

(Nord 1997: 32), which applies also to tourist brochure translations, where the 

translator aims at offering the same information to tourists as is available in the ST. 

In other words, tourist brochure translations should convey the information of their 

STs in accordance with their intended purpose. 

It should, however, be mentioned that a translational action might have multiple 

different purposes, and assessing the aims of a translation is not always completely 

straightforward (see e.g. Martín de León 2008: 11). With this in mind, it can be said 

that skopos theory might, in some of its aspects, be somewhat simplistic as the theory 

often seems to assume a single skopos or overall purpose for a text, and that these are 

not conflicting, which they can sometimes be (Martín de León 2008: 11). This 

variety of skopoi or purposes, in fact, seems to be the case also with tourist brochures 

in that they at least occasionally seem to have multiple purposes. 
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One could argue that tourist brochures are basically advertisements, instrumental 

texts that are meant for promoting and marketing an area or a region for tourism-

related purposes, thus supporting the area and its inhabitants’ economy. This leads to 

the conclusion that the purpose and skopos of tourist brochures is to promote tourism 

in a certain area with this particular goal in mind.  

A text can be also translated in multiple ways to suit a wide variety of purposes (Pym 

2009: 4). However, if the purpose, skopos and function are analogous and identical 

in the ST and the translation, the translation is usually successful and effective (Nord 

1997: 28). This is why skopos is one of the most important factors in deciding the 

things that should be explicitated in the translation. Skopos is a useful tool when 

translating since by comparing a translation’s skopos and the function of its ST the 

translator can locate some of the problems that could arise during the translation 

process, such as culture-specific features (Nord 1997: 14). 

It should also be taken into account that here are several other significant translation-

related factors in addition to the skopos. Skopoi usually have to be negotiated with 

clients or commissioners, but the text type and the intended audience of the 

translation are also significant factors when considering a text’s skopos because the 

addressee determines the text’s purpose to some extent (Nord 1997: 12). A 

translational function is thus chosen by reference to a variety of factors.  

A translator should also take into account the differences between the ST and the 

TT’s target audiences’ presumed knowledge, interests and expectations (Nord 1997: 

34). The obvious reason behind these differences is that the addressees of the STs 

and the TTs belong to different cultures and language communities (Nord 1997: 35). 

The following chapter includes more information on the subject of the target cultural 

and lingual communities. 

2.1.1 Target reader 
 
If a text has a skopos, purpose or communicative function, it also has a target 

audience on which it is supposed to have a certain effect. A translation needs a 

readership. A target reader can be defined as the intended audience and receiver of a 

text, especially of a translation. It is almost impossible to translate without 
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considering the text’s target audience because a TT’s composition is guided by the 

translator’s assumptions about the target reader’s needs, background knowledge, and 

the target audience’s background in general (Nord 1997: 35). The usual case is that 

the translation is supposed to have the same skopos as the ST, and it consequently is 

supposed to have the same effect on its target audience as the ST is supposed to have 

on its target reader. 

 

This can be seen particularly well in the case of tourist brochures because, in 

operative and informative text types, the effect on the target reader is a salient factor 

in translations. A majority of decisions is made according to the target audience 

expectations, and if one, for some reason, would suddenly decide to change the target 

readership of a translation, it would also cause a change in the translation itself 

(Houlind 2001: 127). As noted by Newmark (1988: 41), texts usually include some 

forms of certain grammatical relations or forms of address, socially or personally 

determined, between the writer and the target reader, and this naturally applies to 

tourist brochures, too. The reader can be addressed in many ways, either directly or 

indirectly, for example, with the expression “you can”. 

 

The intended audience, addressees and recipient can be considered a specific kind or 

subset of skopos (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 90). The skopos can also be seen as a 

variable of the intended recipient of the translation (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 90). The 

target reader can be determined by analysing the purpose of the translation and the 

instructions given by the commissioner of the translation. If the target audience is not 

assessed, it may be impossible to set the skopos of the translation appropriately (Reiß 

&Vermeer 2013: 91). The receiver of a translator is thus the main factor in 

determining its skopos. Another determining factor is the client, who decides the 

target audience by assigning the translation task for certain purposes.  

 

Tourist brochures have an appellative function in that they can be viewed as 

advertisements, which means that the text is aimed at getting some sort of response 

from its reader (Nord 1997: 42). This in turn means that the effectiveness of these 

kinds of instrumental translations depends on the reader’s response or lack thereof 

(Nord 1997: 137). The fact that tourist brochure translations are instrumental 
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translations is important in this context because cultural translation problems are 

abundant especially in instrumental translations (Nord 1997: 66). 

 

Another important factor concerning the target reader that should be noted here is 

cultural distance (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 53). Determining the cultural distance 

between Finnish culture and the heterogeneous target audience of the tourist 

brochure translations is not always entirely straightforward. For example, the spatial 

distance between these two can be practically anything. It is possible that the 

distance between the source and target culture affects the amount of and need for 

editing in the translation, which can be interpreted to indicate that the amount of 

explicitation also depends on the cultural distance of STs and TTs. But how do you 

define target culture when the target reader can be practically anyone in the world, 

and when the cultural distance is unknown? Is it possible to be aware of the 

important target audience-related factors if the target audience is heterogeneous? 

 

2.1.2 English as a lingua franca 
 

What makes translating tourist brochures into English challenging in this case, is that 

the target audience is considerably large and heterogeneous since English is spoken 

and taught in many countries all over the world. Therefore, what also needs to be 

noted here is that English is used as a lingua franca (English as a Lingua Franca: 

ELF) in many contexts (MacKenzie 2011: 83). In other words, it is used 

internationally as a bridge (‘vehicular’) language between speakers from different 

linguistic backgrounds, i.e. people who do not share the same native language in 

order to communicate with each other (Mauranen 2003: 513). The English 

translations of Finnish tourist brochures come as a relief for many foreign readers, 

because English is the second best option for many of them. 

English can also be considered a lingua franca when it is used more frequently 

between non-natives rather than native speakers as a contact language, an 

interlanguage. These non-natives are by definition not as competent in the language 

in question as native speakers, and they use the lingua franca as people with no 

shared cultural background or language (MacKenzie 2011: 90). Nowadays, tourist 

brochures are typically translated into English. The popularity of English as the top 
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target language in tourist brochure translations is caused by this lingua franca 

position. Of the research material of this study, some of the tourist brochures have 

also been translated into Russian which is also a common target language in Finland 

because of the number of Russian tourists visiting Finland every year. 

The position of English as a lingua franca, and the heterogeneity of the target 

recipients was also noted by Pekka Hirvonen in the interview (page 47: question 7) 

as one of the main factors behind the explicitation. The wide background of the 

target readers makes it even more difficult for the translator to know which 

phenomena are familiar to the target audience, and to decide which phenomena 

should be explicitated. While the text is targeted at a large group of recipients, it may 

not be possible to tailor it for a specific group of people, whence it follows that a 

great number of different factors that are connected to cultural backgrounds have to 

be considered. This also calls for a wide variety of different language skills, which 

also makes it challenging to choose the level of English to be used in the translation.  

Most readers settle upon using the English versions of various texts, or in this case, 

tourist brochures, because these texts do not necessarily exist in any other language 

that they would be able to understand, let alone in their native language, which 

means that they do not have any other choice. Tourist brochure translators translating 

into English must keep this aspect of the target reader in mind, noting their varying 

language skills. This is a challenge because language which is too simplistic or 

straightforward might only irritate its readers, no doubt feeling underestimated. The 

use of native-level language in turn might leave many readers confused if they are 

not able to understand it perfectly. Usually, this amounts to choosing the lesser evil, 

playing it safe with less demanding, and more explicit, uncomplicated language. This 

is why the language of tourist brochures might seem less elegant, but more 

understandable.  

A text of a less demanding level of English is able to reach a wider audience than a 

more demanding one. As it is not possible to know how many of the readers will be 

native or non-native speakers of English, the easiest solution is to assume that 

conveying the message is the most important element of the translation. It should 

also be kept in mind that it is nearly impossible to achieve an outcome that pleases 
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the entire readership because, in order to reach adequacy in a translation, translators 

have to make decisions that are not necessarily even understandable to everyone. 

This is why compromises, including explicitation, can sometimes become necessary. 

This is how skopos in its myriad aspects, such as the target reader, and the use of 

ELF in order to reach that reader, affect translating in practice, and tourist brochure 

translating in particular. This is also why these aspects cannot be ignored when the 

aim is to tackle the main factors behind explicitation in tourist brochure translations. 

In addition to skopos, the communicative function of a text, that is, text type, can 

also affect the decision to explicitate something. 

2.2 Text type theory 

As mentioned in the previous section, text type theory was originally introduced by 

Katharina Reiß. Text types can be defined as the communicative purposes of texts 

(Nord 1997: 28). Reiß has classified text types into three different categories 

according to their communicative function: informative, expressive and operative. In 

translations, the linguistic choices, and the translation strategies used determine 

which one of the three text type takes precedence in the text. Text typologies can be 

of help when specifying an appropriate hierarchy of equivalence levels needed for 

the skopos of a translation (Nord 1997: 37).  

The main function of informative texts is to inform the intended addressees about 

objects and phenomena, which entails that linguistic and stylistic functions are less 

important in this text type in question. For example, user manuals are a typical 

specimen of the informative text type as they focus on conveying information for the 

user about the usage of a particular device or system. This all leads to the conclusion 

that when translating informative texts, the priority is on translating the informative 

aspect of the ST. (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 142.) 

In the expressive text type, the aesthetic and stylistic aspect of texts plays a more 

important role than in other text types, and, accordingly, the informative and 

operative aspects are less essential. The aesthetic effect and stylistic choices usually 

contribute to the meaning of the text (see e.g. Nord 1997: 38). Poetry is usually 
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considered to be a typical example of the expressive text type, and expressive texts 

do frequently function as works of art. The priority in translating this text type is to 

focus on transferring the aesthetic aspects of the ST to the TT. 

Operative texts are intended to have an extralinguistic effect which is more important 

than the content or form of the text. Operative texts may sometimes be also called 

vocative, conative, instrumental, or even pragmatic. The most important aspect of 

translating operative texts is, in this case, seeking to translate the ST so that its 

translation will cause the same intended reaction in the target audience (Nord 1997: 

38). In fact, Newmark (1988: 41) further states that the readership is at the core of 

this text type. Advertisements are typical operative texts since operative texts are 

usually persuasive and their focus is commonly on their connotative and associative 

aspects (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 142). 

A distinction should be made between text types and genres or text varieties. This is 

so because text types can be represented by various genres, but a genre’s text 

typology does not vary as can be noted in advertisements that are always operative, 

for instance. A genre belongs mainly only to one text type, and can also be classified 

to represent some other text type, a subfunction, but this always concerns the whole 

genre. In other words, a genre is always characterised by certain text typological 

features without variation (Nord 1997: 37). 

Of the three aforementioned text types, tourist brochures represent the first and the 

third one because the genre has both informative and operative aspects and purposes. 

Tourist brochures tend to inform their audience of the area being promoted, which 

supports the skopos of the texts. Informing the recipient is an important part in the 

genre’s operative text type: it would be difficult for tourist brochures to reach their 

operative goal without also informing their audience. As tourist brochures resemble 

advertisements in selected ways, they also belong to the operative text type. They 

aim at having a certain effect on the target audience: their purpose, to put it simply, is 

to make the recipients want to visit the promoted areas. Informing the audience of the 

promoted area’s specialities and attractions helps the tourist brochures reach this 

goal. Explaining the most important phenomena mentioned in the ST can affect how 

the audience reacts to reading the translation.  
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It could also be said that, if a genre seems to represent two different text types, one is 

the main text type that has a secondary function, represented by the other text type. 

Few texts represent solely one text type; rather, it seems that most include all three in 

some form or other, either unconsciously or with a certain degree of emphasis (cf. 

Newmark 1998: 42). Thus, tourist brochures are mainly operative texts, but their 

secondary function is to be also informative, the informative aspect supporting their 

operative aspect. On the other hand, tourist brochures hardly belong to the group of 

expressive texts, since the aesthetic and stylistic effects are not the focus in the genre. 

They are, however, relevant aspects in how tourist brochures attract their readers. 

This is so because of the multimodality of tourist brochures since the attractiveness 

of the language, layout and images plays an important role in attracting the reader. 

Transferring positive associations is just another tool which is used to support the 

main operative function. 

2.3 Explicitation 

 

Explicitation is a central notion in translation studies especially in that it is a 

translation universal, and also a translation technique that can be used versatilely in 

many genres. There are various ways to define explicitation, one of them being, as 

mentioned before, that explicitation is making a translation more explicit than its ST 

by adding components that are only implicit in the ST (Vehmas-Lehto 2001: 221). It 

may involve adding an extra element or specification to the translation so that the 

information is more specific than in the ST.  

 

This means that explicitation is not the same thing as simply adding something to the 

text, explaining or clarifying. Of course, explicitation occasionally entails both, as 

explicitation often means adding more information to the translation or explaining a 

phenomenon. Explicitation can be detected in a translation by comparing and 

contrasting it to its ST and locating the places where there are explanations or 

otherwise more information than in the ST; this has also been done in the present 

research in order to collect the explicitation examples.  
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The concept and term of explicitation was first introduced in 1958 by Vinay and 

Darbelnet who defined explicitation as “[a] stylistic translation technique which 

consists of making explicit in the target language what remains implicit in the source 

language because it is apparent from either the context or the situation” (1995: 342). 

In other words, a translator introduces semantic details to the TT either because of a 

need for clarification or constraints of some kind in the ST (Englund-Dimitrova 

2005: 34). The details added to the TT usually stem from the contextual knowledge 

of the ST reader or situation.  

 

Explicitation has attracted this much attention because it is such a widely occurring 

phenomenon. As already noted, it has also been suggested that explicitation is a 

translation universal, i.e. that translations quite generally tend to be more explicit 

than their STs, irrespective the language pair (Chesterman 2010: 41). Universals also 

tend to occur in translation more than original texts, and a phenomenon is considered 

a translation universal if it does not seem to be a result of interference (Halverson 

2003: 229). It is sometimes suggested that explicitation is not necessarily an actual 

universal or translation-inherent (e.g. Becher 2010; Pym 2005), but it is enough for 

the present research to acknowledge explicitation’s widespread occurrence. 

 

2.3.1 Types of explicitation 
 

Using explicitation results in increased explicitness in the translation process 

(Baumgarten, Meyer & Özçetin 2008: 180). The amount of explicitness can vary 

from translation to translation, but there are also different types of explicitation: 

obligatory, optional, pragmatic, and translation-inherent (Klaudy 1998: 82-83). This 

so-called Explicitation Hypothesis was originally introduced by Shoshana Blum-

Kulka (1986). The examples discussed in the Chapter 4 are mainly pragmatic 

explicitation cases, but we will take a brief look at them all here in order to elaborate 

the notion of explicitation.  

 

Obligatory explicitation occurs because of structural differences between languages, 

e.g. when cohesive markers are overused in a translation compared to its ST. 

Optional explicitation is usually chosen because of the stylistic preferences of the 

translator or client, and translation-inherent explicitation is a more ad hoc type of 
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case where the explicitation decisions are more linked to the translator and each 

different translation process itself. However, this comparatively abstract notion of 

translation-inherent translation has been questioned by, for example, Becher (2010). 

 

Of these four types, pragmatic explicitation is the most relevant type of explicitation 

for this research, so in its case, we will take a more detailed approach than with the 

other types. The pragmatic cases of explicitation are usually caused by the 

communicative situation itself, as the translator pays attention to the possible 

difficulties for the target reader (cf. Englund-Dimitrova 2005: 37). Pragmatic 

explicitation is thus motivated by the translator’s expectations of the differences in 

cultural and world knowledge shared by the members of the source and target 

language communities (Becher 2011: 22).  

 

Pym (2005: 4) suggests the following explicitation categorisation: conscious, 

automatic, obligatory, and optional. Of these four, the present research focuses on 

conscious explicitation, where the explicitation solutions are made deliberately by 

considering the translation skopos and target reader. We could also categorise the 

different types of explicitation into two groups only: the “non-governed” cases of 

explicitation, and the “strategic” explicitation solutions, the latter being used to solve 

certain problems during the translation process, thus also and particularly including 

the pragmatic explicitation instances (Englund-Dimitrova 2005: 236). What we are 

most interested in are the pragmatic explicitation cases because we are analysing the 

choices that translators’ have made on the basis their culture-specific world 

knowledge and their expertise on the communicative conventions of their language 

pair (see Baumgarten et al. 2008: 178).  

 

2.3.2 Cultural differences 
 
Translating a tourist brochure would be regularly challenging if the translator was 

not aware of the target reader’s habits, sociocultural background, sensitivity, world 

knowledge, situational constraints, interests, and expectations, in particular. Another 

important factor that should be noted here is cultural distance (Reiß & Vermeer 

2013: 53). Translating always entails that the source and target cultures have to be 
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compared in one way or another as features of foreign cultures are detected by 

comparison with one’s own culture (Nord 1997: 34).  

 

It is important to remember that STs are produced by ST conditions, and, vice versa, 

TTs are produced by TT conditions (Nord 1997: 20). The value of an element in the 

ST changes when it is transferred from one lingual or cultural system to another 

because it will then be related to the elements of the new system instead of the 

original system’s elements. This is the reason why the ST’s implications will not 

appear in the same form in the TT (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 93).  

 

Explicitation is a useful tool in this case, as, if the readers do not understand the 

information they receive, they will probably not feel tempted to visit the promoted 

area. Explicitation can be used as a bridge between the receiver and the sender of the 

translation when they come from different cultural groups and speak different 

languages. A translator is the intermediary building these explicitation bridges (Nord 

1997: 2). This position as a bridge builder, being able to conduct intercultural 

communication, requires what Holliday (2010: 174) calls cultural awareness. 

 

What is also required, in addition to the translator’s intuition, is, without question, 

cross-cultural research in order to acquire deep knowledge on specific topics (see e.g. 

House 2006: 349). This all shows us how a translator’s competence and experience 

are visible in the translations, as their knowledge can be witnessed in their influence 

on the translation process, explicitations, and the process’ outcome (Englund-

Dimitrova 2005: 1).  

 

It can be speculated if all translators are able to understand implicit information in 

the same way, but it is obvious that a translator must be able to understand something 

implicit in order to explicate it. Translators must be aware of both their own cultures 

and the cultures of the target audience, and this awareness enables “cultural 

filtering”, adaptations to the explicitations conventional in the target language that 

include elaborations, brackets and parentheticals, for example (Baumgarten et al. 

2008: 190).  
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A cultural filter can be an efficient tool when there are cultural differences between 

linguistic communities, or, as House formulates it, “a means of capturing cognitive 

and socio-cultural differences in expectation norms and discourse conventions 

between source and target linguistic-cultural communities” (2006: 349). Being aware 

of the differences and the common ground of certain cultural communities, for Finns 

and Brits, for example, translators might be able to tell when explicitation could be a 

useful tool (cf. Littlewood 2001: 190).  

 

By using cultural filters, a translator creates a so-called covert translation, as 

opposed to an overt translation (House 2006: 354). In covert translating, the text is 

not specifically addressed to a source culture readership, and it is also not firmly tied 

to the context of the source culture, which means that tourist information booklets 

and other similar items are also included in the category of covert translations, and 

the functions of the STs and TTs are considered equivalent (House 2006: 347). This 

is so because covert texts pay attention to the intended reader’s context-derived 

communicative norms (House 2006: 354). Overt translating is the opposite of this, 

being more closely connected to the source culture.  

 

Thus, explicitation could also be considered a tool of some sort to achieve 

equivalence at some level between ST and TT expressions. Equivalence is pursued in 

translation when a functional consistency is pursued between the ST and the TT (see 

Pym 2009: 5). The target readers of the translations would not understand the 

translation in the same way as the target readers of the ST because, without 

explicitation, the “meaning” would not be the same. Thus, term equivalence is used 

here to denote equal communicative value, making the notion of cultural 

equivalence, i.e. equivalence on the cultural level, more important in tourist brochure 

translations than grammatical equivalence (Nord 1997: 36). Englund-Dimitrova 

(2005: 6) further notes that explicitation can be used as a tool for reaching 

equivalence from the translator’s point of view, functioning as a strategy for avoiding 

linguistic and cultural differences in translations. 

 

Even though equivalence is a widely discussed topic in the field of translation 

studies, and even though it is connected to the topic of explicitation in tourist 

brochure translations to some extent, it is not a highly relevant concept for the 
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research problem of the present thesis. Equivalence is simple as an idea, but its 

application and definition are far more complex matters, and it is not an easy task to 

estimate the level of correspondence between a translation and its ST. Defining 

equivalence, and introducing the debate concerning its definition and use would also 

require far more going into detail than is possible or necessary for this research.  

 

Tourist brochures typically contain numerous culture-specific expressions and 

phenomena, especially toponyms. As noted before, these phenomena are something 

which is usually embedded in a certain cultural context, and they often also lack a 

corresponding expression in the target culture (House 2006: 351). This lack of an 

equivalent set expression makes translating them challenging, so they are usually 

translated by using compensatory mechanisms, such as explanatory paraphrases of 

the ST expression (House 2006: 351). These can be regarded as equivalent in the TT 

as they gain their communicative value only through explicitation which makes the 

expression comprehensible (Reiß & Vermeer 2013: 107). The use of a paraphrase 

makes the ST elements more explicit in the TT. This can, however, create problems 

of subjectivity in the translation, translators usually having to decide the wording of 

the paraphrase according to their own assumptions on the matter. 

 

In conclusion, a text or a part of it can be considered explicit only when regarded 

from the point of view of its communicative purpose (Englund-Dimitrova 2005: 41), 

and this is also the point of view assumed in the present research, and the 

explicitation examples analysed have all been selected according to this principle. By 

explicating something, a translator verbalises information that the target reader might 

not be able to infer from the text on her or his own. This is why the explicitation 

examples of this research also include cases where the translation includes the 

original Finnish expression in addition to its translation, a phenomenon called a 

translation couplet (e.g. examples 2a. and 2b. on p. 32), even though the meaning of 

the Finnish expression might not necessarily be considered implicit in the ST. 
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2.4 Multimodality 

 

Multimodality is a concept which refers to cases, where typologically different forms 

of communications or semiotic modes are used within a given context (see e.g. 

Gibbons 2012: 8; Kaindl 2004: 173). Any regular tourist brochure or TV programme 

may serve as an example of multimodality because they all combine visual imagery, 

sounds, and written text. The aforementioned communicative functions of tourist 

brochures can manifest themselves both in their multimodal and linguistic structures. 

Hiippala defines multimodality as the use of multiple modes of communication, such 

as language, layout, typology, and images, for example (Hiippala 2013: 1). 

According to him, all texts are inherently multimodal because of this. 

 

It can be argued that multimodality affects all written texts because their writers and 

other people who deal with them have to take into account how the written text and 

the pictures are placed with regard to each other in the final version. In most cases, 

this sets certain limits as to space usage and the layout. Since there are limitations 

when dealing with the ST, it is only natural that the same effects should be applied in 

the translation, perhaps even more so since, in many cases, the translator is not able 

to make the requisite translation choices freely during the process, but must adhere to 

the form and message of the ST. This is why translations of multimodal texts are 

sometimes called constrained translations (see Mayoral, R., Kelly, D. & Gallardo, 

N. 1988: 365).  

 

Explicitation is a phenomenon that tends to make translations longer than their STs. 

But what if explicitation is sorely needed, and yet the text has to be kept inside the 

set limits and restrictions of a multimodal text? This is where the translator has to 

weigh the possible choices, and use consideration. Not everything can be explicitated 

in a multimodal text, so the translator has to concentrate on explicitating the most 

important things. For example, when explicitating, the space limitations might mean 

that not all explicitation techniques can be applied to the same extent in a given 

context because additions to the original text may have to be kept minimal. This is 

when simple explicitation techniques, such as brackets, might be the most 

appropriate choice. In some cases, these things are defined by the client, in other 
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cases, the translator may have been given free hands and is able to make the choices 

freely.  

 

As can be seen, multimodality and explicitation are intertwined in translating, and 

explicitation in tourist brochures cannot be analysed properly without assessing the 

multimodal aspect of the genre. This is why it is important to have a look at 

multimodality in order to understand the significance of the use of explicitation in the 

tourist brochure genre: the limitations set by multimodality imply that only the most 

relevant expressions can be explicitated. In the next chapter, we will take a closer 

look at the tourist brochures from which the explicitation examples have been 

selected, and a translator’s interview on his use of explicitation in one of the tourist 

brochure translations.  
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3 Materials and method 
 
The material of the present thesis consists of four Finnish tourist brochures, their 

English translations, and an e-mail interview of Pekka Hirvonen, the translator of one 

of the tourist brochures. The interview concerns the translation process of the tourist 

brochure from Finnish into English. These source materials, the brochures, and 

interview, are introduced, presented and discussed in the following sections, and they 

are analysed empirically in Chapter 4. 

 

3.1 Tourist brochures 

 
The four tourist brochures and their translations that are included in the material of 

the present thesis have all been translated from their source language Finnish to their 

target language English. They are all tourist brochures for the year 2015. Two of the 

tourist brochures promote two North Karelian regions – Koli and Central Karelia – in 

Eastern Finland, one concentrates on the city of Helsinki, and one promotes the 

places where the Finnish national composer Jean Sibelius lived or otherwise spent 

his time frequently. These all are significantly diverse and different tourist brochures, 

and were selected for the analysis here because the focus of the thesis is observing 

tourist brochures in general, not only one type of tourist brochures. 

 

The tourist brochures differ from each other in many aspects. They are different in 

their layout and in whether the translation is in the same physical brochure as the ST 

or as a separate brochure. They also differ as to whether the translation is written 

directly from the ST or rather from a concise summary of the Finnish text. In two of 

the cases, there is also a translation into another language in the same tourist 

brochure. These differences are important when observing the actual space 

limitations of the translations, and the possible space limitation instructions that the 

translator received from the client or commissioner. It is possible that the publisher, 

for example, expressed some wishes as to the translation length or layout. This is 

why it is important to keep the genre’s multimodality in mind. 

 

The first tourist brochure Koli kesä & syksy 2015 (Summer & Autumn 2015 in Koli) 

promotes the Koli National Park in Lieksa, North Karelia. The interview presented in 
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the next section was conducted by interviewing the Finnish translator of the Koli 

tourist brochure, Pekka Hirvonen. The brochure is 36 pages long, with pages almost 

as large as an A3-sized paper, which makes it large compared to the other three. This 

is so because the Koli tourist brochure’s Finnish ST and its translation are in the 

same physical brochure. The brochure also includes a Russian translation of the text 

in addition to the English one. The great number of maps, advertisements, and other 

pictures of varying size adds to the tourist brochures length. 

 

Tourist brochures are sometimes translated into multiple languages, but it is not usual 

to include several translations in the same brochure. What also makes this tourist 

brochure special compared to the other three is that the translations are concise 

summaries of the original ST. According to Hirvonen, the translator interviewed, he 

first received the summaries in Finnish, and then translated them instead of the full-

length ST. Including shorter translations in addition the full-length Finnish text 

instead of a full-length translation is a way of saving space in multimodal tourist 

brochures. It can be expected that the inclusion of multiple languages in the same 

printed leaflet would cause some space limitations for the translations, which is also 

why translating summaries can be an option. 

 

The second tourist brochure Keski-Karjala and its translation Central Karelia are 

also from North Karelia, but they focus on a wider region than the Koli tourist 

brochure, the whole Central Karelia, which includes the municipalities of Kitee, 

Rääkkylä, and Tohmajärvi. This time, the ST and its translation have been printed in 

separate brochures, but in some places the two differ in their layout. This is most 

probably so because the translated tourist brochure includes both the English and the 

Russian translation. The differences in layout have also had the further consequence 

that the content of the English translation has been somewhat altered, and that source 

sentences and their English translations are not always on the corresponding pages of 

the tourist brochure, as can be observed by the examples analysed in Chapter 4. Both 

the ST and its translation are, however, the same length, 28 pages the size of an A4 

paper sheet. Both have a great number of images, but neither has any advertisements 

in them.  
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The third tourist brochure Sibeliuksen poluilla, and its English translation Path of 

Sibelius were written and published especially for the year 2015 because of Jean 

Sibelius’ 150
th

 jubilee year. The tourist brochure is unique in that it does not simply 

promote only one area, but rather focuses on all the regions and cities where Sibelius 

lived or which he otherwise visited frequently. The ST and the translation are printed 

separately, and they share the same layout. Following the layout of the ST has most 

probably set some limits on the length of the translation. Both have 32 pages with the 

same images and advertisements. 

 

The fourth tourist brochure Helsinki – matkailijan opas and its English translation 

Helsinki – Visitor’s Guide concentrate on promoting the city of Helsinki. As with 

Path of Sibelius, this tourist brochure and its translation are in separate brochures, 

and they share the same layout. The strict layout limitations have possibly also 

affected the length limitations of the translation, and thus, also the usage of 

explicitation. Both the Finnish and the English brochure are A5-sized, and they both 

are 100 pages long with a number of pictures and advertisements. 

 

The decision to choose recent tourist brochures for this research was deliberate, the 

purpose of the present thesis being to examine as recent and modern tourist 

brochures as possible with regard to their language usage and translation tendencies. 

This decision enables the readers of the present thesis to understand the context of 

these tourist brochures better, the topics and themes being more current than in older 

texts.  

 

The four tourist brochures were collected in the summer of 2015 from Helsinki and 

North Karelia. The long distance between the collecting places and the regions that 

the brochures promote was a precaution to ensure that the texts were commissioned, 

written, and translated by different parties. The diversity of the research material is 

crucial in ascertaining that the choices in the texts are not an exception occurring in 

one or two writers’ or translators’ texts – in other words, that the phenomena are 

actually common. The diversity also makes it possible for us to observe multiple 

local phenomena, such as tsasouna (example 4h. on p. 42) or kuksa (example 4b. on 

p. 41) in the STs and their translations. These kinds of local phenomena are often 
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culture-bound, which, in practice, entails that they require explicitation in their 

translations.  

 

As for the multimodal aspect of the tourist brochures, also their layouts, pictures, 

number of pages, text length and positions have to be taken into account. Some of the 

tourist brochure translations differ from their STs in many respects, such as the 

number and types of omissions and length, and some follow the original layouts 

faithfully. The tourist brochure translations have most probably been made for set 

templates that have followed the same model as the STs, which can be presumed 

because the STs and their respective translations have the same page numbers, and 

mostly the same images. All these factors affect the translating process of each 

brochure because of their multimodality, which is why we have taken a look at them 

in regard to each tourist brochure and their respective translations.  

 

All four tourist brochures are available for reading or downloading on the Internet for 

more detailed inspection. We will not cover the subject of the layouts or images of 

the tourist brochures any further since the focus of the present thesis is on the types 

of phenomena involving explicitation. In the present study, it is enough for us to 

recognise the limitations that the multimodality of the tourist brochures has set upon 

the translators and their option with regard to explicitation. The examples selected 

from the four tourist brochures are covered in detail in Chapter 4 and categorised into 

four thematic groups: people, places, culture and entertainment, and culture-specific 

phenomena.  

 

3.2 The interview 

 

The translator’s interview included in the research material of the present thesis was 

conducted by e-mail correspondence with the translator of the Koli tourist brochure, 

Pekka Hirvonen. Contacting him was easy as his name was included in the tourist 

brochure’s publishing information. As for the others, the Helsinki and Sibelius 

brochures mention only the names of the translation agencies, and there is no 

translator mentioned at all in the Central Karelia brochure. This makes the Koli 

tourist brochure unique compared to the others. Hirvonen’s translation website had 
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his e-mail address, and once he was asked if it would be possible for him to 

participate in a short interview, he immediately said yes. He has a long experience in 

translating and translation teaching so he was most willing to participate in the 

present research. The questions were sent to him on the first of October 2015, and he 

sent the answers back on the same day.  

 

The interview includes 10 questions concerning the English translation of the Koli 

tourist brochure. Most questions also included one or two additional questions. The 

interview’s main themes are explicitation, Mr. Hirvonen’s expectations of the target 

audience, the client’s or commissioner’s instructions, and space limitations in the 

translation. The questions and their respective answers (indicated by “PH” for Pekka 

Hirvonen) are presented in ten tables in Chapter 4 (see pages 46–47). The tables also 

include the questions to which Mr. Hirvonen decided not to give any answers 

whenever he felt that there was no need, or if he had already answered the question 

in the answer to an earlier question. The skipped questions confirm the answers he 

gave to the other questions.  
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4 Analysis 
 
 
In this chapter, we delve deeper into the examples collected from the tourist 

brochures, and then compare them with the answers from the interview. The 

examples are categorised into four different groups according to the themes of the 

explicitated phenomena. This way, it is possible to understand better what kinds of 

things are usually explicitated in translations, and also what the reasons behind these 

explicitations might be. As mentioned before, it is impossible to tell why exactly a 

translator has made certain translation choices, as there are complex factors behind 

every translation, and we cannot possibly tell what the translator has been thinking at 

the time of the translation process. However, by forming the thematic groups and 

then analysing the thoughts of translator Pekka Hirvonen on his tourist brochure 

translation, we can make some rough generalisations and assumptions on the reasons 

behind explicitation. We are able to see what kinds of phenomena have been 

explicitated, at least. 

 

At first, we will take a look at the explicitation examples. These explicitation cases 

were selected from the English translations by comparing them to their respective 

STs. The examples in the present research were selected along the lines of the 

explicitation definitions introduced in Chapter 2 so that the expressions are 

considered to include explicitation when the translation included more explicit 

information than the source expression. This is why examples with the 

aforementioned translation couplet structure “Finnish source expression (English 

translation)”, such as 2g. on p. 33 (“Myllyharju [Mill Ridge]”), are included, as the 

original expression “Myllyrinne” is only explicit to the Finnish readers, even if it 

does not necessarily contain implicit information for the Finnish target audience. 

Translated sentences combining information from multiple ST sentences are not 

considered to include explicitation in the present thesis because they are essentially 

not more explicit than their STs, having only split or combined the same information 

in a different way than their STs.  

 

The examples are categorised into the following groups: 1) people 2) places 3) 

culture and entertainment 4) other culture-specific, usually historical, phenomena. 
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The examples are not systematically categorised according to the different 

explicitation techniques or types as our main focus is on what has been explicitated, 

not how the explicitation has been used. In some cases, we pay attention to a few 

examples where the example type or technique was utilised in an especially 

distinctive way.  

 

The categorisation of the explicitation examples used in this research is a novel one 

in that it was created especially for the present thesis, its examples, and its purposes. 

Some similar categories have been suggested and also used by, for example, 

Newmark (1982, 1988), but even his categorisation differs from this one. However, 

we reference some of Newmark’s categories when they happen to coincide with the 

thematic categories used here. The categories in the present thesis have been created 

exclusively on the basis of the examples collected.  

 

The first group is concerned with famous Finnish people whose accomplishments or 

lines of work have been explained in the translations, and the second one with 

Finnish toponyms, such as cities, buildings, and nature sites that have been translated 

using explicitation. The third group is concerned with the translated names of 

cultural and entertainment-related phenomena, for example events, literature and TV 

programmes, while the fourth group includes translations of other culture-specific 

phenomena usually are connected with Finnish history and traditions. The examples 

show us that the things that are usually explained in tourist brochure translations are 

phenomena that belong to these four groups: phenomena that are connected to the 

source culture. 

 

Newmark (1982: 70) notes that translating proper names and cultural terms, 

phenomena present in the examples, can sometimes prove to be challenging for 

translators. He describes and differentiates proper names and cultural terms so that 

even though both refer to processes, objects or people characteristic of an ethnic 

community, proper names refer to singular entities whereas cultural terms refer to 

classes of entities. Besides these groups, he also discusses historical institutional 

terms that can also be observed in the example collection. Proper names can also 

include names of historical figures that can be observed in group 1.  
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The examples below are numbered according to their respective thematic groups, and 

the text in parentheses after the examples indicates the tourist brochure (Koli, Keski-

Karjala / Central Karelia, Sibelius, Matkailijan opas / Visitor’s Guide) and the 

page(s) from where the example was collected. The original Finnish text comes first, 

and the English translation is below the corresponding Finnish example. The phrases 

that have been explained in the translations are given in bold text in the example 

texts. There are 33 examples in total, four in group 1, nine in group 2, eleven in 

group 3, and nine in group 4, and each example has been numbered according to its 

group. Of all the examples, 11 are from the Koli brochure, 3 from Visitor’s Guide, 10 

from the Sibelius brochure, and 9 from the Central Karelia brochure. All the 

examples have been included exactly as written in the research material. 

After the analysis of the examples, the following chapter focuses on analysing the 

answers from the interview. After this, the chapter concludes in a look at the target 

reader’s effects on explicitation. 

4.1 Group 1: People 

 

The following group includes four people-related explicitation examples from three 

different tourist brochures. The examples are numbered alphabetically and by group 

number. The explicitations and their source expressions are given in bold text, and 

the tourist brochures and the pages where the examples are taken from are indicated 

in brackets. 

 

1a. 

Kansallistaiteilijamme Jean Sibeliuksen syntymästä tulee kuluneeksi 150 vuotta. 

(Koli: 2) 

This year is the 150th anniversary of the birth of Jean Sibelius, our internationally 

best-known composer and a frequent visitor to the Koli and Lieksa areas in his time. 

(Koli: 2) 

1b. 

Höyrylaiva 150 vuotta Suomessa -muistokivet, Arppen korkokuva ja höyrykone-

muistomerkki Vanhassa Puhoksessa (Keski-Karjala: 6) 
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Relief on industrialist Nils Ludvig Arppe and steamship memorial in Vanha Puhos 

(Central Karelia: 5) 

 

1c. 

Esa Pakarinen syntyi Rääkkylän Hernevaaran kylässä. (Keski-Karjala: 8) 

Esa Pakarinen was an actor and entertainer who was born in the village of 

Hernevaara in Rääkkylä. (Central Karelia: 7) 

 

1d. 

Vuonna 2015 säveltäjä Jean Sibeliuksen syntymästä tulee 150 vuotta. (Sibelius: 2) 

The year 2015 marks the 150
th

 anniversary of the birth of the legendary Finnish 

composer Jean Sibelius. (Sibelius: 2) 

 

With its four examples, this is the smallest of the four groups. The reason for this 

might be that famous people in themselves are most certainly not the focus of tourist 

brochures so they are not that frequent in the genre. However, it seems worthwhile 

mentioning which celebrities have somehow had some influence on the promoted 

area. Famous people can also attract tourists to visit the place. With a wide target 

audience, however, not every reader is necessarily as familiar with these celebrities 

as a Finnish reader. Most Finns probably know or at least recognise a Finnish 

celebrity’s name when mentioned in, for example, a tourist brochure.  

 

Foreigners do not share this background knowledge, which is why the implicit 

information on the celebrities has been explicitated in these four examples. The 

tourist brochures are intended for a wide audience, which means that they have not 

been specifically tailored for any one particular group of people. This, in turn, means 

that there will most probably be readers both familiar and unfamiliar with Sibelius, 

for example. It is important to make it clear to the foreign readers why a person is 

worth mentioning in a tourist brochure, which makes it sensible to mention the 

person’s line of work or other accomplishments. 

 

Jean Sibelius was specifically mentioned in two of the tourist brochures, in the Koli 

brochure, and, quite understandably, the Sibelius tourist brochure. The reason for this 
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is that Sibelius’ 150
th

 anniversary was in 2015, the year when the research material 

of the present thesis was collected. Many events and various excursions were 

arranged in honour of Sibelius, and these also featured as tourist attractions. Despite 

his international fame, Sibelius’ name was explicitated on two occasions in the 

material. In example 1a., his nature as the Finnish national composer 

(“kansallistaiteilijamme”) is replaced with the more explicit “internationally best-

known composer”, which is probably a more transparent expression for foreign 

readers. In example 1d., the added word “legendary” is a simple yet effective way of 

conveying the importance of Sibelius.    

 

The other two famous people mentioned in the examples, Nils Ludvig Arppe in 

example 1b., and Esa Pakarinen in example 1c., might not be as familiar characters 

as Sibelius even to some Finns, especially to the younger Finnish population. Despite 

this, neither of them has been given any description at all in the ST, so the 

presumption has probably been that the Finnish audience is familiar with the two. In 

the translations, Arppe’s and Pakarinen’s names are explicitated by mentioning their 

lines of work, a short and simple “industrialist” in example 1b., and a bit longer “was 

an actor and entertainer who---“ in example 1c.  

 

It seems that the target reader and the function of the translation have been taken into 

account in the examples in this group by explicating the aspects of the celebrities 

which are presumed to be unfamiliar to the foreign target readership.  

 

4.2 Group 2: Places 

 
The following group includes nine place-related explicitation examples from four 

different tourist brochures. The examples are numbered alphabetically and by group 

number. The explicitations and their source expressions are given in bold text, and 

the tourist brochures and the pages where the examples are taken from are indicated 

in brackets.  
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2a. 

Ruokapalveluja tarjoavat Kolilla myös Maatilamatkailu Jänisvaara, Vanhan 

Koulun Majatalo, Koli Freetime, Matkailutila Paimentupa ja Pehtoorin tupa 

Kiviniemen seikkailukeskuksessa. (Koli: 4) 

At Koli, meal services are also provided to order by the Jänisvaara Tourist Farm, 

Vanhan Koulun Majatalo (‘Old School Guest House’), Koli Freetime, the 

Paimentupa Tourist Farm, and Pehtoorin Tupa (‘Land Steward’s Cabin’) at the 

Kiviniemi Adventure Centre. (Koli: 4) 

 

2b. 

Metsäpirtti on metsän keskellä oleva entinen aito pienviljelijäpihapiiri, jonka 

rakennukset on kunnostettu viime kesänä. (Koli: 20) 

Metsäpirtti (’Forest Cabin’) is an authentic former smallholder farm in the middle 

of a forest. (Koli: 20) 

 

2c. 

Tunnettu suomalainen elokuvaohjaaja, kirjailija ja kuvataiteilija Kaija Juurikkala 

maalaa sielun muotokuvia Kolin Mattilan Haltijakahvilassa 1.–3.7. klo 12–16. 

(Koli: 30) 

The well-known Finnish film director, writer and artist Kaija Juurikkala will be 

painting portraits of the soul at Café Haltijakahvila (‘Elf Café’) at the Mattila farm, 

Koli, from 1
st
 to 3

rd
 of July, 12 noon till 4pm. (Koli: 30) 

 

2d. 

Puhoksenkoski on Kiteen vanhimpia myllynpaikkoja. (Keski-Karjala: 6) 

Some of the oldest mills in Kitee were situated by the Puhoksenkoski rapids, and 

both a mill and hydropower plant are still located there. (Central Karelia: 4–5) 

 

2e. 

Viehättävä Yökkömökki, joka on kalustettu 1940-luvun kesälahtelaiseksi kodiksi. 

(Keski-Karjala: 7) 

Charming home museum ‘Yökkömökki’ (sleeping cottage) furnished in 1940’s 

style. (Central Karelia: 6) 
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2f. 

Meijerin majatalo on osa museoviraston suojelemaa myllymeijerirakennusta, jonka 

4 huonetta on entisöity viehättäviksi teemahuoneiksi. (Keski-Karjala: 18) 

Meijerin majatalo (Dairy Inn) is a protected building with 4 renovated rooms. 

(Central Karelia: 16) 

 

2g. 

Loviisan kupeessa kohoaa harju, jolla oli aikoinaan useita tuulimyllyjä – siitä nimi 

Myllyharju. (Sibelius: 12) 

Overlooking Loviisa is a ridge that once had many windmills, hence its name 

Myllyharju (Mill Ridge). (Sibelius: 12) 

 

2h. 

Pääkaupungissa hän koki suurimmat taiteelliset voittonsa, perusti perheen ja nautti 

elämän iloista – senkin jälkeen, kun hän oli muuttanut Ainolaan Järvenpäähän. 

(Sibelius: 13) 

He achieved his greatest artistic triumphs in the Finnish capital, as well as starting a 

family and simply enjoying the joys of life – even after he had moved to Ainola in 

Järvenpää in 1904. (Sibelius: 13) 

 

2i. 

Tähtitorninvuoren puiston suunnitteleminen oli Svante Olssonin ensimmäinen 

työtehtävä Helsingin ensimmäisenä kaupunginpuutarhurina. (Matkailijan opas: 16) 

Between Kaivopuisto and the city centre, the park atop Observatory Hill 

(Tähtitorninvuori) was designed by Svante Olsson and completed in 1904. 

(Visitor’s Guide: 16) 

 

 

This group includes examples with various toponyms, names of tourist attractions, 

and places in general. It is the second largest group in the research material alongside 

group 4. The examples include names of different kinds of buildings, cities, sites, and 

other constructions. Geographical names are proper names, just like people’s names, 

as they denote only one object each. This is why translators usually have to ascertain 
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the usage of a toponym in different languages as one place name might have 

different variations (see e.g. Newmark 1982: 70; Finnish Genova, English Genoa). 

Toponyms are usually frequent in tourist brochures as an important part of creating 

cultural scenery (Newmark 1988: 216). What can be noted about these examples is 

that most of the places explicitated have Finnish names. This is an important 

observation, since the English-speaking target audience of the translations most 

probably does not understand the Finnish names. The target readers are mostly not 

Finnish-speaking, and there would not be any need for the translated tourist 

brochures if this were not the case. 

 

In many of the examples (e.g. 2a., 2b.) the translation of the place name mentioned is 

included in brackets after the Finnish name to function as what is called a translation 

couplet. This is a way of making the implicit part of the meaning of the name more 

explicit for the target audience: the Finnish audience understands the names, while 

the foreign audience does not. It is important to retain the original Finnish names of 

places in a translation as leaving them out would make it difficult for a tourist to 

navigate in the area. If the names carry some special meanings that might be 

interesting or relevant for foreign readers, it makes sense to translate these meanings 

for them. This has been the case in the examples of this group.  

 

In one case, example 2i., the translated name comes first, but most of the examples 

have the explicitation after the ST expression (examples 2a., 2b., 2c., 2e., 2f., 2g.). 

Example 2a. includes a list of tourist resorts, two of which have been explicitated in 

brackets. In both cases, it seems that the intention has been to clarify what kinds of 

places are being referred to. The other places in the list have been translated without 

explicitation, but in the two explicitations in 2a., the translation includes both the 

source expression and its English explicitation. This probably makes it easier for a 

foreign tourist to navigate in the promoted area. The same applies to example 2b. 

where the original expression is followed by a translation explicitation.  

 

In example 2c., there seems to be a double explicitation since the original expression 

is preceded by “café”, an explicitation, and then followed by “Elf Café” in brackets 

and single quotation marks. The first explicitation marks the type of the place, and 
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the second one is a translation of the original Finnish name. This clarifies both the 

type of place and the name for the target reader.  

 

Example 2e. also has a lengthy explicitation, as it includes, first, a place type 

explicitation, the original Finnish name, and then a translated explicitation of the 

source expression. The “home museum” explicitation marks the place type, and the 

“sleeping cottage” in the brackets clarifies the meaning of the name. These both 

examples serve the same needs as the previous ones, to aid the foreign tourist, and to 

make things easier and more transparent for them. It is possible that the intention of 

the translator was to emphasise the different connotations of the names, as the target 

audience is unlikely familiar with them. 

 

Example 2f. has a simple translated explicitation following the original expression in 

brackets. However, example 2e. is not quite as simple as it seems since the context 

reveals some specific needs for explicitation. As the whole sentence is meant to 

explain the meaning of the Finnish place name, the significance of the sentence 

would be quite lost on a foreign reader who does not understand Finnish if there was 

no explicitation. This is why it is essential here to explicitate the meaning of the 

toponym “Meijerin majatalo”. Given that the target readers are thus able to 

understand the place name, they will probably also understand the whole sentence. 

 

One of the examples, example 2h., stands out from the rest, as it does not include a 

place name in itself. However, it includes an implicit reference to Helsinki, the 

Finnish capital since it mentions “the capital” in a Finnish text. In an English text, 

“the capital” would not be obvious as it could cause confusion since the reader might 

not be entirely sure about which capital the text refers to. A compact expression is 

enough in the ST, but, with its context and large group of target readers, a functional 

solution for the translation is to play it safe with explicitation. The solution has been 

to add the word “Finnish”, thus, once again, making the implicit part of the meaning 

of the ST explicit in the TT. 

 

Example 2d. is also unique in that the whole meaning of the toponym is not 

translated, only the second element. The Finnish source expression has been included 

in the translation, and the translated explicitation of the second element has been 
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included after it. A foreign reader would probably not understand the ST expression 

without the explicitation, the name of the rapids containing the word koski (‘rapids’), 

and, not being able to understand the language, the reader would not know what type 

of a place this so-called Puhoksenkoski might possibly be. This is a useful 

explicitation technique used when the denotation of a foreign name might be 

unknown or obscure to the target reader, and the translator clarifies the expression by 

adding an appropriate generic name, in this case, rapids. The word functions as a 

classifier in the expression, and these classifiers can usually be translated in order to 

clarify the meaning of the toponym. They can also be used in translation couplets. 

Adding one English word makes the whole expression more transparent for the target 

audience. 

 

 

4.3 Group 3: Culture and entertainment 

 
The following group includes eleven entertainment-related explicitation examples 

from four different tourist brochures. The examples are again numbered 

alphabetically and by group number. The explicitations and their source expressions 

are given in bold text, and the tourist brochures and the pages where the examples 

are taken from are indicated in brackets. 

 

3a. 

Perusnäyttelyn ohella luontokeskuksen vieraat ovat saaneet nauttia myös uudesta 

”Mustarinta – elokuva Kolista” -lyhytelokuvasta. (Koli: 9) 

Besides the main exhibition, visitors to the Nature Centre have had an opportunity to 

also enjoy the new short film ”Mustarinta (‘Blackbreast’) – a film about Koli.” 

(Koli: 9) 

 

3b. 

Uudistettu pysyvä näyttely Katse kansallismaisemaan esittelee alueen geologiaa, 

luontoa ja historiaa. (Koli: 33) 

The renewed standing exhibition Katse kansallismaisemaan (’Look at the 

National Landscape’) showcases the geology, nature and history of the region. 

(Koli: 34) 
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3c. 

Kemien luontopolun lähtöpaikka on Keski-Karjalan musiikkiopiston piha 

(Kirkkotie 16). (Keski-Karjala: 13) 

The Kemie nature trail departs from the Music Institute of Central Karelia (Keski-

Karjalan musiikkiopisto, Kirkkotie 16). (Central Karelia: 11) 

 

3d. 

Loviisassa patsasrahoja alkoi kerätä Östra Nylands Sång- och Musikförbund. 

(Sibelius: 11) 

In Loviisa the local song and music association Östra Nylands Sång- och 

Musikförbund began to raise money for a statue to be erected by the church, where 

Janne used to play as a child. (Sibelius: 11) 

 

3e. 

Sen vihkiäiset olivat suuri suomalaiskansallinen juhla, johon Sibelius sävelsi 

kalevalaisen Tulen synty –teoksen. (Sibelius: 18) 

The theatre’s inauguration was a national celebration for which Sibelius composed 

the piece The Origin of Fire (Tulen synty). (Sibelius: 18) 

 

3f. 

Tunnetuin hänen täällä kantaesitetyistä teoksistaan on Valse triste, jonka ensiversion 

Sibelius sävelsi 1903 lankonsa Arvid Järnefeltin Kuolema-näytelmään. (Sibelius: 18) 

The most famous of his compositions that was premiered here, however, is Valse 

triste, which was originally composed in 1903 for the play Death (Kuolema) written 

by his brother-in-law Arvid Järnefelt. (Sibelius: 18) 

 

3g. 

Tässä kodissa näki päivänvalon Sibeliusten esikoinen Eva, ja siellä syntyivät myös 

Sadun ensiversio ja kuorolaulu Venematka. (Sibelius: 19) 

The couple’s first child Eva was born here, and the first version of En Saga and the 

choral piece The Boat Journey (Venematka). (Sibelius: 19) 
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3h. 

Sibeliuksen eniten soitettu teos, seitsemälle kellolle sävelletty Kellokoraali on 

kaikunut yli sata vuotta päivittäin klo 12 ja 18 vuonna 1912 valmistuneen, 

jugendtyylisen kirkon tornista. (Sibelius: 20) 

The most played Sibelius’ work, Kellokoraali (bell choral) for seven bells, has rung 

out for over hundred years daily at 12noon and 6pm from the tower of the Art 

Nouveau Kallio Cathedral (completed in 1912). (Sibelius: 20) 

 

3i. 

Siellä syntyi kantaatti Oma maa. (Sibelius: 20) 

The cantata My Own Land (Oma maa) was composed there. (Sibelius: 20) 

 

3j. 

Talossa työskentelevät mm. Helsingin Sanomien, Ilta-Sanomien ja 

Taloussanomien toimitukset. (Matkailijan opas: 10) 

Situated at one end of Finlandia park next to Helsinki Music Centre and the Museum 

of Contemporary Art Kiasma, Sanomatalo houses the editorial offices of the daily 

newspapers Helsingin Sanomat, Ilta-Sanomat and Taloussanomat. (Visitor’s 

Guide: 10) 

 

3k. 

Alueella sijaitsee Helsingin syntysijojen lisäksi Arabian tehdas, Arabian museo, 

galleria sekä tehtaanmyymälöitä. (Matkailijan opas: 18) 

The area is home to the 130-year-old Arabia porcelain factory, museum and 

gallery, as well as factory outlets. (Visitor’s Guide: 18) 

 

This is the biggest of the four groups with its 11 examples. Culture and 

entertainment-related phenomena are quite frequent in tourist brochures since the 

function of the genre is to introduce the reader to an area’s attractions which are quite 

often cultural or entertainment-related in character. These might be, for example, 

festivals, art exhibitions, and associations. This set of examples also includes a few 

musical compositions, as they are also culture-related attractions, and they behave 

quite similarly compared to the other examples in this group.  
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In the song examples (3e., 3f., 3g., 3h., 3i.), it seems only sensible that these 

compositions should be mentioned both by their original Finnish names, and also by 

the English, translated names, as these translations are the established names when 

referring to the compositions in English contexts. It is also quite common for such 

contexts to also include the original Finnish name, and it seems that the translation 

conforms to this tendency. In examples 3e., 3f., 3g., and 3i., the English name 

precedes the Finnish version, which could mean that, in these cases, the English 

name is a set phrase. Example 3h. is the only one with the Finnish name preceding 

the English one, which could suggest that the Finnish version is more established 

than the English one. It could also be noted that, even if the translated name is more 

familiar to the reader, it can sometimes be safe to mention the original name, too. 

This can increase the knowledge of the reader, at least. 

 

In 8 of the 11 examples, brackets are used in one way or another. In most of the cases 

(3c., 3e., 3f., 3g., 3i.), the English explicitated names precede the original expression 

that is in brackets. In the other three examples (3a., 3b., 3h.), the Finnish expression 

comes first, followed by the bracketed explicitation. However, in this group, there 

are three examples that do not include brackets or any other kinds of punctuation that 

are usually used to confine the explicitation out of the sentence structure.   

 

Examples 3a., 3b., and 3c. are quite conventional with their bracketed explicitations. 

The first one introduces a film with the translated name inserted after the original 

Finnish name. It seems sensible to translate a film’s title as this clarifies the subject 

matter, and makes it easier for a foreign tourist to take an interest in the film in 

question.  

 

The second example promotes an art exhibition. Here the explicitation serves the 

same purpose as the first one. Example 3c. has the English explicitation first, 

followed by the Finnish version in brackets. In this case, it has been important to 

translate the meaning of the institute name and also include the original Finnish name 

to make sure that the foreign reader is able to use the place name for navigation 

purposes. 
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Example 3d. includes a lengthy explicitation where the translator has defined the 

music association in English. This is probably so because of the Swedish name of the 

association which can be understood by most Finnish readers because of the 

bilingual history of Finland. However, there is no telling whether a foreign reader of 

the English translation knows Swedish at all, which requires some explicitation in the 

translation in order to make the target reader understand the association’s name. The 

explicitation is not a direct translation of the name since the word “local” has 

replaced the region’s name “Östra Nyland” (‘Eastern Uusimaa’). 

 

In example 3j., a list of three Finnish newspapers is explicitated by adding the words 

“the daily newspaper” in front of the list. This is necessary because the target 

audience is most probably not familiar with the three newspapers or not able to 

understand their Finnish names. It is also argued by Newmark (1982: 73) that the 

names of newspapers usually have to be “transcribed”, i.e., explicitated. Being able 

to understand what the three Finnish names mean might increase the possibility that a 

tourist could want to visit the place.  

 

In the last example of the group, the translator has made two explicitations instead of 

just translating “Arabian tehdas” simply as “Arabia factory”. The first explicitation 

(“130-year-old”) might give a foreign reader some insight into the factory’s age and 

history, and thus, into its cultural significance. By adding the second explicitation, 

“porcelain”, the translation makes the implicit part of the information in the Finnish 

text explicit for the foreign readers of the translation. This, once again, might 

increase the target audience’s interest in the place in question. 

 

4.4 Group 4: Culture-specific phenomena 

 
The following group includes nine culture-related explicitation examples from three 

different tourist brochures. The examples are once again numbered alphabetically 

and by group number. The explicitations and their source expressions are given in 

bold text, and the tourist brochures and the pages where the examples are taken from 

are indicated in brackets. 
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4a. 

Reitin varrella voi yöpyä laavuissa, teltassa tai Metsähallituksen vuokratuvissa. 

(Koli: 11) 

You can spend the nights in lean-tos, a tent, or in rental cabins operated by the 

Metsähallitus (’Finnish Forest and Park Service’). (Koli: 11) 

 

4b. 

Retkeilyvarusteita ja -tarvikkeita: Kupilka-retkiastiastoja, Deuter-reppuja ja 

vyölaukkuja, Tesema-sukkia, runsas valikoima tuubihuiveja, Syttis-sytytyspalloja, 

puukkoja ja kuksia (Koli: 12) 

Hiking equipment and gear: environmentally friendly fiber-composite Kupilka cups 

and plates, Deuter backpacks and belt bags, a wide selection of tubes, knives and 

wooden kuksa-cups (Koli: 12) 

 

4c. 

Elämyksiä antavat muun muassa maatiaiseläimet ja retket metsän ihmeelliseen 

maailmaan. (Koli: 15) 

They get close encounters with native-bred farm animals and guided outings to the 

miraculous world of the Finnish forest. (Koli: 15) 

 

4d. 

Jokaisella mökillä on oma kota. (Koli: 20) 

Each cottage has its own private Lapp hut in the yard. (Koli: 20) 

 

4e. 

Sienten keruu kuuluu jokamiehen oikeuksiin, mutta hyviin tapoihin kuuluu 

tietenkin kunnioittaa toisten kotirauhaa. (Koli: 26) 

Mushrooming is part of the public right of access, the so-called everyman’s right. 

(Koli: 26) 

 

4f. 

Puhoslahden ja Puhoslammen välisellä maa-alueella oleva teollisuusympäristö on 

merkittävä varhaisen teollistumiskauden ympäristö. (Keski-Karjala: 6) 
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The stretch of land between the Puhoslahti bay and Puhoslampi lake is an important 

site of early industrialisation in Finland. (Central Karelia: 4) 

 

4g. 

Kesälahden museoalueella voi eläytyä kesälahtelaiseen kansankulttuuriin ikivanhan 

ja Suomen suurimman Savutuvan (1725) avulla. (Keski-Karjala: 7) 

Savutupa, the large “smokehouse” built in 1725, is the heart of Kesälahti museum. 

(Central Karelia: 6) 

 

4h. 

Petravaaran tsasouna ja hautausmaa (Keski-Karjala: 9) 

Petravaara’s Orthodox Tsasouna (village church) and cemetery (Central Karelia: 

9) 

 

4i. 

Zilliacus vastusti kiihkeästi venäläisten sortoa ja tuki jääkäriliikettä. (Sibelius: 17) 

Zilliacus was a strong opponent of Russian repression and supporter of the Finnish 

Jaeger movement – young men who had sought military training in Germany 

with the aim of liberating Finland. (Sibelius: 17) 

 

This group deals with culture-specific, or culture-bound, expressions and phenomena 

with which most Finns are familiar, but which might cause bewilderment among 

foreign tourists. In order to reduce the amount of confusion, the translator has 

explicitated the expressions so that the target readers would be able to grasp the idea 

somewhat better. It is also suggested by Newmark (1982: 74) that an easy way to 

handle historical terms is to transcribe and explain them. He also notes that when 

translating such cultural terms, the translator is often able to use explicitation more 

freely, by using discreet paraphrases or explanations, for example. The different 

forms of explicitation can also be used as signs of respect to the source culture of the 

expression (Newmark 1982: 83).  

 

In this group of 9 examples, only a few examples have brackets. These two are 

example 4a., and 4h. In addition, dashes and commas have been used in example 4i., 
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and example 4e. The punctuation is used to separate the explicitations from the 

source language expressions. Group 4 also differs from the other groups as quite 

many of its examples are comparatively long. This can be seen in examples such as 

4i., and 4e.  

 

In example 4a., the bracketed explicitation in single quotation marks follows the 

source expression. The source expression has probably been included in the 

translation as the main expression because it seems that Finnish Forest and Park 

Service Metsähallitus favours this way of referring to itself on the English version of 

its own website (http://www.metsa.fi/web/en). The official translations of 

institutional terms often have to be checked at the institute’s website by translators. 

As a foreign reader might not be able to understand the Finnish name of the service, 

being quite understandably not as familiar with the service as Finns, the translator 

has added an explicitation after the source expression to make the meaning clearer 

for the target audience.  

 

Newmark (1982: 70) further notes that if a proper name does not have an accepted 

translation, it should probably not be translated, so the solution could be to add an 

explicitation of some sort. However, most institutions and terms related to them, 

understandably, have official translations or some form of addressing themselves in 

the major languages of the area (Newmark 1982: 72). This is also the case with 

Metsähallitus because it seems to prefer its Finnish name even in English contexts. 

The Finnish name might not be familiar to most foreign readers, except for the 

experts of the particular field, but even non-experts might be otherwise interested in 

the phenomenon, which is why the explanation has its place. 

 

Example 4b. includes the explicitation of the word kuksa. This is a word that is very 

closely attached to Finnish culture, so it is quite possible that most foreign people, 

the target audience of the translations, are not familiar with the word. This is 

probably the main reason behind the explicitation solution. The word “cup” is added 

after the source expression, and then the adjective “wooden” is added in front of the 

other two words in order to describe the cup type, and to give the target reader 

additional information. The implicit, culture-related information accessible to a 

Finnish reader is once again made explicit by explicitation. In example 4c., we see an 
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explicitation made by adding one word, “Finnish”. In this respect, the example 

resembles an earlier one, example 2h. The reader is able to discern that the forest in 

question is Finnish in the Finnish context, but the situation is not as clear in the 

translation. The explicitation makes it more understandable for the reader by 

highlighting that the forest in question is indeed Finnish.  

 

Example 4d. is a unique case, as the Finnish word kota is not used at all in the 

translation, and there is no established English equivalent for the word. Instead, the 

translator has had to use explicitation in order to make the phenomenon understood. 

A kota is a familiar hut type for Finnish people, but non-Finnish people do not share 

this cultural knowledge. The explicitation, “Lapp hut”, makes the phenomena 

somewhat clearer for the target audience so that it will probably not confuse the 

reader.  

 

The lengthiness of the explicitation in example 4e. could mean that the phenomenon 

in question, “jokamiehen oikeus”, is even less familiar than an average culture-

related phenomenon. The explicitation first includes an explanation (“the public right 

of access”), which is followed by a direct translation of the phenomenon name (“the 

so-called everyman’s right”). The first element is an established equivalent, but the 

translation has also added a direct translation of the source expression. This all 

increases the information available to the target readers, and makes the phenomenon 

more familiar and explicit for them.  

 

Example 4f. resembles example 4c., as the place of the phenomenon has been 

clarified in this case, too. In the Finnish context of the ST, it is not necessary to 

mention that the industrialisation takes place in Finland, as it is implicit in the 

context of the sentence, and a Finnish reader understands this because of cultural 

background knowledge. In the English translation, without explicitation, it would not 

be entirely clear as to whether the writer meant industrialisation in general or in one 

particular place. This is why the words “in Finland” play an important role in the 

English sentence since they decrease the ambiguity by making the implicit 

information of the ST explicit. 
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Example 4g. includes an explicitation of the name of the Savutupa smokehouse, and 

there can be various reasons for this kind of explicitation. First, the name of the 

building is Finnish, thus a foreign reader will probably not know what kind of a 

building it is. Secondly, smokehouses are probably not a familiar phenomenon for 

most non-Finnish people, as is also indicated by the quotation marks around the word 

“smokehouse”. By adding explicitation, the translator can ensure that the target 

reader will be able to understand the name and the building type somewhat better. 

What also can be noted from this example is that the aspect of the building being the 

largest Finnish smokehouse (“Suomen suurimman”) is omitted in the translation, as 

only the word “large” has been left in place. This raises the question whether this 

solution was necessary when the translation probably faced some space limitation-

related problems because of the explicitation.  

 

Example 4h. features a double explicitation with the word “Orthodox”, which 

precedes the capitalised ST expression followed by the bracketed explanation. 

Tsasouna most certainly might not be a familiar expression to foreign readers, as it 

might be unfamiliar to some Finnish people, too. While the phenomenon might not 

be extremely common in Finland, it still is connected with Finnish, or to be more 

precise, Eastern Finnish culture as it does not appear in other cultures in the same 

form, thus making it a culture-related phenomenon. As the phenomenon might be 

exceptionally unfamiliar to the target audience, there is a greater need for 

explicitation than in an ordinary case. Hence, the description provided by the 

adjective, and the short explanation to make the expression explicit for the reader.  

 

Example 4j. includes the longest explicitation in the whole research material. This 

might mean that the historical culture-related feature in question is so foreign for the 

target audience that it has required more explicitation than the other phenomena. The 

name of the phenomenon has been translated, and then the word “Finnish” has been 

added before it. This is then followed by a dash and a definition of the movement. 

The Jaeger Movement is still a relatively familiar notion among Finns, but most 

foreigners probably do not know much about it, which is most probably why the 

lengthy explicitation has been considered necessary. Without the explicitation, 

merely mentioning the name of the movement would most probably just cause 

confusion among the target audience.  
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4.5 Analysis of the interview 

 

Here, I have included my English translations of the ten questions, and their 

respective answers. The questions and their answers were originally in Finnish, and 

the original interview is included in the Finnish summary. The answers and their 

respective questions are referred to by their number in the analysis.  

 

1. Did the commissioner or client of the Summer & Autumn 2015 in Koli tourist 

brochure give any instructions on the content of the translation? 

PH: None. The commission was to “translate into English” the summaries of each 

page of the summer brochure. The summaries were already written in Finnish, so I 

was not asked to summarise anything.  

 

2. If so, did the instructions concern explicitation or the target reader? How? 

PH: ------ 

 

3. Did the client’s or commissioner’s instructions affect the explicitation in the 

translation? 

PH: ------ 

 

4. Did you decide for yourself the places where you used explicitation? (E.g. 

”wooden kuksa-cups”) 

PH: Yes, I did. 

 

5. On what grounds did you decide to use explicitation if you decided for yourself 

about it? 

PH: I used explicitation diligently especially with proper nouns when I estimated that 

the reader could not infer the meaning from the name. For example: Guesthouse 

Puukarin Pysäkki, The Ahmanhiihto skiing event, Pizzeria-Café Kahpitsa. 

 

6. Did the client or commissioner’s instructions affect your picture of the target 

reader? How? 

PH: ------ 
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7. What kind of picture did you have of the target reader? (For example: What did 

you expect the target reader to know, and what information or skills does the target 

reader lack? From which country is the target reader from? What is the target 

reader’s native language?) 

PH: I expected (and also knew) that the target readers come from many countries and 

read the summer brochure in their home country, for example at their travel agency, 

or (mostly) when they have already arrived at Finland. I expected there to be no 

knowledge of Finnish at all. A great majority has a native language other than 

English, and the English skills vary. This caused some balancing so that the text 

would be understandable with a bit less demanding English skills, but also acceptable 

for a native English reader. 

 

8. Did the client or commissioner give any instructions on the length of the 

translation i.e. use of space? What kind of instructions? 

PH: I was given no such instructions. I presumed that the translation was expected to 

be roughly the same length as the source text. 

 

9. How did you balance between the space limitations and explicitation? Would you 

have used explicitation even more if there were not any space limitations? Why? 

PH: There was no need for balancing. 

 

10. Do you think that your picture of the target reader affected the use of 

explicitation in the translation? 

PH: It did, in so far as I did not expect the target reader to make anything out of 

Finnish. That is why explicitation was needed a lot. Surely it also increased the need 

for explicitation that I could not assume much of the target reader’s English skills.   

 

Of the ten questions presented to translator Pekka Hirvonen, seven were given verbal 

answers to analyse. However, even if Hirvonen did not answer three of the questions, 

it does not necessarily mean that these questions and their omissions are useless or 

not suitable for analysis. Thus, this analysis chapter takes all of the questions and 

answers into account.  
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In question 1, Hirvonen states that he did not receive any instructions on the content 

of the translation, and that the commission was just to translate the already 

summarised texts. While commissioners and clients might sometimes instruct the 

translator to make certain kinds of solutions in a translation, this has not been the 

case here as Hirvonen was given free rein. Hirvonen did not answer the second 

question as there were no instructions at all, not even ones covering the issue of 

explicitation or the target reader. And, as indicated by question no. 3 and its omission 

by the translator, since there was a lack of instructions, the client’s wishes did not 

affect the explicitation in the translation in any way. This can also be noted from the 

answer to question no. 4, where Hirvonen notes that he made the explicitation 

decisions on his own. 

 

In his answer to question no. 5, Hirvonen states that he used explicitation especially 

with proper nouns when there was no certainty if the reader would be able to 

understand their meanings by the name only. The same phenomenon was noted in 

the example analysis chapter with numerous examples (e.g. 2a., 2b.). This means that 

he, as a translator, did take the intended target readers and their presumed knowledge 

into account. He himself had formed a mental picture of the target reader despite the 

fact that the client had given him no instructions at all. This is also noted in question 

no. 6, where Hirvonen omitted the whole question about whether some instructions 

might have affected his picture of the target reader. A translator has to form his or 

her own ideas of the intended audience if there are no particular instructions. 

 

In his answer to question no. 7, Hirvonen describes his mental image of the target 

reader. He wrote “I expected (and also knew)---“, so his expectations in this case 

were actually equivalent to knowledge. These confident expectations included the 

assumption that the translation would have an audience from various countries, and 

that the intended readers would read the tourist brochure in their home country, for 

example, at a travel agency, or mainly in Finland after their arrival. This means that 

while the tourist brochure has to be attractive enough to make the foreigners want to 

visit Finland, the brochure also has to be functional and informative enough in 

Finland. He presumed that the intended readers would not know any Finnish at all. 
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This lack of knowledge of Finnish was probably a determining factor in many 

explicitation decisions in many of the examples examined here (e.g. 3b., 3c.). 

 

Hirvonen also presumed that the readers’ native language would mainly be other 

than English, and that their English skills would be diverse. Because of this, as he 

mentions, he had to balance between easily understandable, less demanding English, 

and acceptable, native-level English in his translation, as already been noted in the 

present thesis. This shows us that, as discussed in previous chapters, the English of 

tourist brochures can indeed prove to be ELF, a vehicular language because of the 

heterogeneous background and diverse social and linguistic expectations of the target 

audience. 

 

For question no. 8, Hirvonen mentions that the client did not give him any 

instructions on the length or use of space in the translation, and he himself made the 

assumption that the translation should be about the same length as the ST. As 

translations universally tend to be longer than their STs, keeping to the same length 

with the ST could provide some problems for the translator. However, in his answer 

to question no. 9, he assures that, even with the use of numerous cases of 

explicitation, he did not feel any need to balance between explicitation and the space 

limitations set by the multimodal nature of the genre. 

 

Finally, in his answer to question no. 10, when asked if his idea of the target reader 

affected his use of explicitation in the translation, he admits that his picture of the 

intended audience did affect his decisions with regard to explicitation. He 

specifically notes that explicitation was especially needed because he expected that 

the target reader would not be able to understand Finnish, which was the main reason 

why he needed to use explicitation in many cases. He also states that as he could not 

rely much on the target reader’s skills in English, the number of explicitations 

needed was increased even more. 

 

All in all, Hirvonen’s answers follow the same lines as the results of the analysis of 

the tourist brochure research material. The decisions to explicitate certain phenomena 

were linked to his idea of the target reader, e.g. that the entire target audience would 

probably not understand something. Even though he did not receive any translation 
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instructions, he certainly seems to have expected some restrictions. Probably because 

of the multimodality of the genre, he apparently assumed that the best option would 

be to keep the translation as long as the ST whenever possible. These limitations also 

most probably meant that his ways of using explicitation were limited as well. Thus, 

the hypothesis set in the introductory chapter seems to be substantiated by this 

analysis of the interview answers.  

 

4.6 Observations on the analysis 

 

The use of quotation marks, dashes and brackets seems to be a frequent technique of 

inserting an explicitation into a translation. Brackets seem to be favoured especially 

when explicitating proper names, such as names of places or people. Newmark 

(1982: 74) notes that explicitations can be inserted conveniently by using brackets, 

adjectival clauses or participial phrases and parentheses. In the explicitation cases 

with a source expression alongside the translated target expression, the order of the 

two seems quite significant. The most established expression usually comes first, 

followed by the less established one. It is also interesting to note which one of the 

two is in the brackets or otherwise separated with some form of punctuation. 

 

The examples also showcase the linguistic differences between Finnish and English 

since the two languages naturally have their own characteristic structures, words, and 

ways of expressing different kinds of things. The structural differences between the 

two languages are quite visible in examples 1a., 1d., 2d., 3j., and 4i., to name a few. 

These examples show us that English expresses the passing of time from a certain 

event in a different way from Finnish (1a., 1d.), whereas the translation in example 

2d. includes a noun instead of a verb. In 3j., the subject and verb have been changed 

in the translation, and in 4i., the verb has been replaced with a noun.  

 

These differences in linguistic structures have, in some cases, made the English 

sentences longer, and in some cases shorter. The increased length can be assumed to 

be mostly due to explicitation. In some cases, the English sentence may be longer 

than the original Finnish expression because the translator has combined information 
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from more than one Finnish sentence in the translation. Combining sentences can be 

a convenient way to control the translation’s length.  

 

A shorter length has also been achieved in some examples by making the translation 

less specific than the source expression. This can be witnessed in examples 2i., 3g., 

and 4c., all of these cases leaving out some aspects of their source expressions. In 

4b., the translated list does not include all the elements of the original Finnish list, for 

example. It can be only speculated whether the need to keep the translations short has 

arisen from a desire to combat the universal tendency of translations to generally turn 

out longer than their STs (Chesterman 2010: 41), or the ample use of explicitations 

that has threatened to extend the translation too much in relation to space available. 

 

The translators of the four tourist brochures also show us a tendency to highlight the 

connotations of Finnish expressions and names in the cases where explicitations is 

used. This tendency can be seen in explicitation examples such as 1a., 2e., 4g., and 

4g., all of which include a highlighted element which is connotative for most Finnish 

readers. It can be seen here that cultural expressions are deeply associated with the 

particular language of their source cultures, which means that it is almost impossible 

to translate them literally (cf. Newmark 1988: 95). This is why the examples in group 

4 include such varying forms of explicitation, the translators having aspired to 

include as many connotations as possible. 

All in all, the collected examples show us that the phenomena that have been 

explained or made more explicit are connected to the Finnish culture or language 

either as culture-specific features or Finnish expressions or proper nouns.  Some are 

known by most Finns because of their general knowledge or their linguistic 

knowledge. The intended target audience of the English translations does not share 

the same general or language knowledge. Thus, it seems that the skopos of the 

brochures and text types have been taken into account in the translations. This 

process has included forming a mental picture of the target readers, their presumed 

knowledge, and their language skills according to the expectations of the translators 

or their clients.  
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The examples in group 4 seem to challenge the space limits the most with their long 

form of explicitation, historical features requiring more explicitation, being more 

unfamiliar phenomena among the target audience. These phenomena may have been 

considered relevant enough for risking the translations’ length. Accordingly, it 

appears that there is some correlation between the space limits and usage of 

explicitation. Nothing definite can be said about this, but it seems that most examples 

are from the brochures where the limits have not been strict or where there have been 

none, e.g. the Koli brochure. Thus, explicitation seems indeed to be connected to 

space limitations.  

The four tourist brochure translations analysed here seem to have achieved the 

intended text type and the skopos of tourist brochures, i.e. the purpose of the texts to 

inform their readers and to attract them to visit the promoted areas. Most of the 

example explanations are comparatively short in order to keep the text inside the 

space limitations, some have required more explaining, but since the phenomena 

have been explained, they have all been considered important enough for taking the 

risk of pushing the text to its space limits.  
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5 Conclusions 
 

The aim of this empirical study was to sort out the most usual types of phenomena 

that are explicitated in tourist brochure translations from Finnish into English, and to 

analyse the connections between these phenomena and the intended target reader of 

the tourist brochures examined. This was done by collecting a sample of explicitation 

examples from four different Finnish tourist brochures and their English translations, 

conducting an e-mail interview with the translator of one of the brochures, and by 

comparing the analysis of the examples to the translator’s answers, and by relating 

all these factors to the theoretical background of the thesis. The examples were 

categorised into four different thematic groups: people, places, culture and 

entertainment, and culture-specific phenomena. One prominent group which was 

distinctly explicitated was that of culture-specific features and Finnish proper nouns.  

 

The hypothesis was that the tourist brochures would include explicitation when the 

translator had determined that the translation’s target reader would not share the 

same implicit knowledge as a native reader would have. This hypothesis was 

corroborated by both the analysis of the collected examples and the answers from the 

interview.  

 

The example groups exhibited their own specific features and tendencies, and it 

seems that the various phenomena of these groups are, in many cases, not familiar to 

most of the target readers. The translator interviewed further stated that certain 

presumptions of the target reader were the most central factor behind explicitation 

choices. This, in turn, seems to support the assumption of the skopos and text type 

theories that skopos and text type are key phenomena in translating. All in all, after 

comparing the theoretical background of the present thesis and the collected research 

material, tourist brochure translations and a translator’s interview, it seems that there 

is indeed a significant connection between all these factors.  

 

There equally seems to exist some correlation between theory and practice in this 

case. All the theoretical factors mentioned in the theoretical background chapter – 

skopos, the target reader, ELF, text type, explication, culture-specific features and 

multimodality – seem to influence each other in the practical work of tourist 
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brochure and the interview analysis. Thus, the present research specifically makes 

the point that all this theory and research does have correspondence with reality. 

There may also be many other benefits in this kind of a research in that the results 

can be also applied to other topics or texts and genres that use explicitation, such as 

municipalities’ websites.  

 

Analysing the use of explicitation, e.g. what kinds of phenomena have been 

explicitated in what kinds of contexts, might be an important factor in helping other 

translators to make their own explicitation decisions. As explicitation can be 

considered universal, or at least general, the results of the present study may 

constitute useful information for other translators. The present research can also give 

translators the means to justify some of their explicitation choices. It is also possible 

that the research and its results could be used for educational purposes with a view to 

illustrating the use of explicitation and to making students perceive the effects of 

cultural differences in practice. 

 

It is possible to draw some conclusions even on the basis of the results of research 

and materials this limited. However, no major generalisations should be made on the 

basis of this narrow a study. A much wider sample of examples and research material 

is required for this, and not much can be noted with any certainty when the role of 

the translation commissioner is not entirely clear in the translation process. In order 

to find out why exactly translators have decided to do something by themselves, or if 

their decisions have been based on instructions, more thorough translator interviews 

should be conducted. This would be the only certain way of sorting out at least some 

of the final reasons behind explicitation, and why translators tend to explicitate 

certain kinds of phenomena. It would be worthwhile to analyse translators’ mental 

pictures of the intended audiences of English tourist brochure translations. This 

would also require more research material, perhaps even quantitative research of 

some kind.  

 

Some other fruitful areas of study would be explicitation strategies, parentheticals in 

explicitation, the varying lengths of explicitation examples, corpus-based translation 

studies on explicitation, the effects of the layout to the space limitation in tourist 

brochure translating, and the translation briefs or other instructions given either by 
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the client or the publisher, the relation between written text, imagery, and other 

information in tourist brochure translations.  

 

Explicitation examples could also be analysed by categorising examples to different 

groups by their explicitation strategies. The target readers’ expectations and 

background knowledge could be researched by conducting reception studies or 

interviews, for example. These topics did not fall within the scope of the present 

research, but they are worth researching in the future in order to illuminate the 

relationship between a tourist brochure translator and the target reader. There is 

certainly room for additional research in this field of explicitation in tourist brochure 

translations.  
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Material 
 

Kolin Kesä & Syksy 2015, Kolin matkailuyhdistys ry 2015, Joensuu: PunaMusta Oy. 

Trans. by Pekka Hirvonen. Available online at 

https://www.lukusali.fi/#/reader/f1e59d08-09d3-11e5-adc6-00155d64030a 

 

Keski-Karjala – Kitee, Rääkkylä, Tohmajärvi 2015, Karelia Expert Matkailupalvelu 

Oy 2014, Joensuu: PunaMusta Oy. Available online at 

http://issuu.com/visitkarelia/docs/keski-karjala2015_fi_web 

 

Central Karelia – Kitee, Rääkkylä, Tohmajärvi 2015, Karelia Expert 

Matkailupalvelu Oy 2015, Joensuu: PunaMusta Oy. Available online at 

http://issuu.com/visitkarelia/docs/keski-karjala2015_kielet_web 

 

Sibeliuksen poluilla, Jere Jäppinen (ed.), Helsingin kaupunginmuseo. Available 

online at http://www.e-julkaisu.fi/visit_helsinki/sibeliuksen_poluilla/ 

 

Path of Sibelius, Jere Jäppinen (ed.), Helsinki City Museum. Trans. by Crockford 

communications. Available online at http://www.e-

julkaisu.fi/visit_helsinki/path_of_sibelius/ 

 

Helsinki – Matkailijan opas 2015, Helsingin Markkinointi Oy, Forssa Print. 

Available online at http://www.e-julkaisu.fi/visit_helsinki/matkailijan_opas_2015/ 

 

Helsinki – Visitor’s Guide 2015, Helsinki Marketing Ltd, Forssa Print. Trans. by 

Crockford communications. Available online at http://www.e-

julkaisu.fi/visit_helsinki/visitors_guide_2015/ 
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____________________________________________________________________ 

1 Johdanto 

Toisinaan kääntäjälle saattaa tulla tarve lisätä tekstiin jokin selite, jolloin on kyse 

eksplikaatiosta. Eksplikaatiolle on tarvetta etenkin, jos oletetaan, että tekstin 

kohdelukija ei tunne jotain ilmiötä. Tämän tutkimuksen tarkastelun kohteessa, 

matkailuesitteissä, kulttuurisidonnaisuudet ja muut eksplikaatiota vaativat ilmaisut 

ovat yleisiä matkailuesitteiden tarkoituksen takia: ne pyrkivät mainostamaan jotain 

aluetta ja sen rientoja, jotta matkailija kokisi matkailukohteen mahdollisimman 

houkuttelevaksi. 

Tämän tutkimuksen perimmäinen tarkoitus taas on selvittää, minkälaisia ilmiöitä 

matkailuesitteissä on eksplikoitu, ja onko eksplikaatiotapauksilla jonkinlaista 

yhteyttä kohdelukijaan. Oletettavissa on, että jonkinlaisia yhteyksiä kohdeyleisön ja 

eksplikaation väliltä löytyy, sillä eksplikaatiota käytetään asioiden selittämiseen ja 

selventämiseen lukijalle. Tutkimus toteutetaan analysoimalla neljästä 

suomenkielisestä matkailuesitteestä ja niiden englanninkielisistä käännöksistä sekä 

erään kääntäjän haastattelusta koostuvaa tutkimusaineistoa. Kerätyt 

eksplikointitapaukset ryhmitellään temaattisiin ryhmiin, joiden taustoja ja piirteitä 

tarkastellaan teoriapohjan valossa. Analyysiä verrataan lopuksi haastatellun 

kääntäjän antamiin vastauksiin. Teoriapohjana tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan skoposta, 

kohdelukijaa, tekstityyppejä, eksplikaatiota sekä multimodaalisuutta. 

Vaikka matkailuesitteistä ja niiden käännöksistä onkin tehty jonkin verran tutkimusta 

(esim. Hiippala 2014; Haapaniemi & Lukander 1991), ei yksikään aiempi tutkimus 

ole keskittynyt matkailuesitteissä esiintyvään runsaaseen eksplikaatioon tai niiden 
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kohdelukijoihin. Kandidaatintutkielmani käsittelee suomesta englantiin käännettyjen 

matkailuesitteiden eksplikointia, mutta se ei pureudu ilmiöön tämän tutkimuksen 

lailla (Tolvanen: 2015). Seuraavana tutkimuksessa siirrytään tarkastelemaan 

teoriapohjaa, eli skopos- ja tekstityyppiteoriaa, kohdelukijaa, sekä eksplikaation ja 

multimodaalisuuden ilmiöitä. Tämän jälkeen esitellään tutkimusmateriaali, eli 

matkailuesitteet sekä kääntäjän sähköpostihaastattelu. Tätä taas seuraa materiaalin 

analyysi, ja viimeisessä tutkimuksen kappaleessa eritellään analyysin pohjalta tehdyt 

loppupäätelmät. 

2 Teoria ja tausta 

Tämän tutkimuksen teoriapohjana käytetään skoposteoriaa, siihen sisältyvää 

kohdelukijan käsitettä, tekstityyppiteoriaa, multimodaalisuutta ja eksplikaatiota. 

2.1 Skoposteoria 

Skoposteorian loivat Katharina Reiß ja Hans J. Vermeer kirjassaan Towards a 

General Theory of Translational Action: Skopos Theory Explained (2013), joka 

julkaistiin alun perin vuonna 1984. Kirjan ensimmäisessä osassa esitellään 

Vermeerin skoposteoria, ja toisessa Reißin tesktityyppiteoria. Vermeerin mukaan 

kaikilla teksteillä, myös käännöksillä, on jokin skopos, eli tarkoitus tai päämäärä 

(2013). Skopos on merkittävä tekijä käännöksen taustalla, sillä käännöksiä säätelevät 

niiden päämäärät (Nord 1997). Matkailuesitteet pyrkivät toiminaan mainoksina, 

joilla houkutellaan matkailijoita tietylle alueelle. Niiden pääasiallinen tarkoitus ja 

skopos onkin siis edistää alueen matkailua. Christiane Nordin mukaan käännös on 

yleensä toimiva, jos lähtö- ja kohdetekstin skopos ovat samat (Nord 1997). Siksi 

skopos on tärkeä tekijä eksplikaation kannalta, sillä eksplikaatiota voi käyttää 

välineenä, jolla matkailuesitekäännös saavuttaa saman skopoksen kuin lähtöteksti. 

Kun kääntäjä pyrkii määrittelemään käännettävän tekstin skopoksen, on ensiksi 

tietenkin kuultava toimeksiantajan näkemys asiasta. Seuraavaksi kääntäjän kuitenkin 

tulee pohtia, minkälaiselle yleisölle käännös on tarkoitettu. Kääntäjän on otettava 

huomioon muun muassa kohdelukijan tausta, tietämykset ja odotukset (Nord 1997). 

Tämä saattaa olla haastavaa suomesta englantiin käännettävän matkailuesitteen 
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tapauksessa, sillä koska englantia käytetään maailmanlaajuisena lingua francana, 

englanninkielisen käännöksen kohdeyleisö voi olla hyvinkin laaja (MacKenzie 

2011). Tällöin kääntäjän pitää ottaa huomioon esimerkiksi lukijoiden poikkeavat 

taustat ja kielitaidot. 

2.2 Tekstityyppiteoria 

Katharina Reißin mukaan tekstityypit voidaan luokitella kolmeen ryhmään niiden 

pääasiallisten viestintäpyrkimysten perusteella: informatiiviseen, ekspressiiviseen ja 

operatiiviseen. Informatiiviset tekstit pyrkivät ensisijaisesti välittämään lukijalle 

tietoa, kuten vaikkapa käyttöoppaat tekevät (Reiß & Vermeer 2013). Ekspressiiviset 

tekstit, esimerkiksi runot, taas korostavat tyylillisiä ja esteettisiä ratkaisuja taiteen 

tapaan (Nord 1997). Operatiiviset tekstit tähtäävät kielen ulkopuoliseen vaikutukseen 

lukijassa, kuten mainoksilla on tapana tehdä (Reiß & Vermeer 2013). Näistä 

kolmesta matkailuesitteiden voidaan katsoa edustavan kahta: ensisijaisesti 

operatiivista tekstityyppiä, sillä ne haluavat vaikuttaa matkailijan toimintaan, ja 

toissijaisesti informatiivista, sillä myös lukijaa tiedottamalla pyritään lisäämään 

matkailukohteen houkuttavuutta. 

2.3 Eksplikaatio 

Lähtö- ja kohdetekstin lukijoiden välillä saattaa olla suuriakin kulttuurisia eroja. 

Miten käännöksessä voidaan siis välittää sama skopos ja tekstityyppi, jos kohdelukija 

ei tunne joitain tekstin kulttuurisidonnaisia ilmiöitä? Eksplikaatiota voidaan käyttää 

kulttuurien ja kielten välisenä siltana, jolla välitetään sekin tieto, jota käännöksen 

kohdelukijalla ei ole. Eksplikointi tapahtuu, kun käännöksestä tulee lähtötekstiään 

eksplisiittisempi sitä mukaa kuin kääntäjä lisää tekstiin jotain, mikä on implisiittistä 

vain lähtötekstissä (Vehmas-Lehto 2001). Kun kohdelukija eksplikaation avulla 

ymmärtää, mitä teksti pyrkii viestimään matkailukohteesta, tuntuu siellä käyminen 

todennäköisesti huomattavasti houkuttavammalta ajatukselta. 
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2.4 Multimodaalisuus 

Multimodaaliset tekstit hyödyntävät kielen lisäksi muita semioottisia järjestelmiä, 

kuten vaikkapa kuvia tai ääniä (Hiippala 2007; Kaindl 2004). Tämä tekee siis myös 

matkailuesitteistä multimodaalisia, sillä niissä on kirjoitetun tekstin lisäksi kuvitusta. 

Tällainen multimodaalisuus aiheuttaa taas tietynlaisia haasteita ja rajoituksia etenkin 

tekstin tilankäytön suhteen, sillä kirjoitusta on oltava tietyn verran, jotta kuvatkin 

mahtuvat esimerkiksi samalle sivulle. Tämä taas saattaa olla erityisen haasteellista 

multimodaalisen tekstin kääntäjän kannalta, sillä kirjoitetun tekstin määrä ei saa 

poiketa liikaa lähtötekstistä. Eksplikaatio lisää kirjoitetun tekstin määrää 

käännöksessä, joten kääntäjä ei siis voi aina välttämättä eksplikoida kaikkea mitä 

tarvitsisi. Tällöin ratkaisu on eksplikoida vain kaikista merkittävimmät kohdat. 

Multimodaalisuus on siis matkailuesitteissä merkittävä tekijä eksplikointia 

rajoittavana tekijänä. Tutkimuksessa tarkastellaankin eksplikoituja ilmiöitä siitä 

näkökulmasta, että ne ovat olleet joko kääntäjän tai toimeksiantajan mielestä 

tarpeeksi merkittäviä lisäämään käännöksen sanamäärää.  

3 Materiaali ja tutkimusmenetelmä 

Tässä luvussa tarkastellaan tutkimuksessa käytettyä materiaalia, joka koostuu 

neljästä suomenkielisestä matkailuesitteestä, niiden englanninkielisistä käännöksistä 

sekä Koli-matkailuesitteen kääntäjän, Pekka Hirvosen, sähköpostihaastattelun 

kysymyksistä ja vastauksista. 

3.1 Matkailuesitteet 

Tutkimusmateriaalin matkailuesitteet on kaikki käännetty suomesta englantiin, ja ne 

ovat kaikki vuodelle 2015. Muuten esitteet ovat melko erilaisia. Kaksi niistä 

keskittyy Pohjois-Karjalan seudun matkailun edistämiseen Kolilla ja Keski-

Karjalassa, yksi on Helsingin kaupungin matkailuesite, ja yksi taas esittelee Jean 

Sibeliuksen elämän tärkeimpiä paikkoja. Esitteet eroavat toisistaan paljonkin 

ulkomuodollisesti ja sisällöllisesti, sillä toisten käännökset ovat samassa, toisten eri 

esitteessä kuin lähtöteksti. Kahdessa on englannin lisäksi myös venäjänkielinen 

käännös mukana. Esitteiden erot mahdollistavat toisistaan poikkeavien kielellisten ja 

kulttuuristen erojen tarkastelun sekä yleistyksien tekemisen. 
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Koli kesä & syksy 2015 -esitteessä lähtöteksti sekä englannin- ja venäjänkieliset 

käännökset ovat kaikki yhdessä ja samassa fyysisessä esitteessä. Matkailuesitteen 

käännökset on tehty valmiiden suomenkielisten tiivistelmien pohjalta, kuten 

haastattelussa käy ilmi. Keski-Karjala-matkailuesitteen lähtö- ja kohdeteksti ovat 

omina erillisinä esitteinään, mutta englannin- ja venäjänkieliset käännökset ovat 

samassa esitteessä. Siksi käännetty esite poikkeaa suomenkielisestä ulkoasultaan ja 

osittain myös sisällöltään. Sibeliuksen poluilla -esitteen käännös ja lähtöteksti ovat 

myös erillisinä esitteinä. Käännös noudattelee lähtötekstin muotoiluja tarkasti. 

Helsinki – matkailijan opas on samankaltainen tapaus, sillä senkin käännös on 

painettu erikseen, ja käännös noudattaa alkuperäisen version muotoiluja. 

Tämänkaltaiset matkailuesitteet asettavat luultavasti enemmän rajoitteita kääntäjän 

ratkaisuille, koska käännös ei saa poiketa lähtötekstin pituudesta liialti. 

Eksplikaatioesimerkit on koottu neljään temaattiseen ryhmään analyysiosiossa. 

4 Analyysi 

Tässä luvussa siirrytään tarkastelemaan matkailuesitekäännöksistä kerättyjä 

eksplikaatioesimerkkejä, jotka on luokiteltu eksplikoidun ilmiön mukaan seuraavaan 

neljään ryhmään: ihmisiin, paikkoihin, kulttuuriin ja viihteeseen sekä 

kulttuurisidonnaisiin ilmiöihin. Ryhmittely on luotu juuri tätä tutkimusta varten. 

Analyysissä tarkastellaan kunkin ryhmän erikoispiirteitä ja syitä, miksi juuri nämä 

ilmiöt on saatettu eksplikoida. Syistä voidaan esittää vain arvauksia, sillä emme voi 

ymmärrettävästi tietää, mitä kääntäjä on ajatellut tai minkälaista ohjeistusta hän on 

saanut. Esimerkit ovat kokonaisuudessaan luettavissa varsinaisessa pro gradu -

tutkielmassa. Luvun lopuksi tarkastellaan Pekka Hirvosen antamia vastauksia. 

4.1 Ryhmä 1: Ihmiset 

Henkilöt, jotka tässä ryhmässä on eksplikoitu, ovat ennestään suomalaiselle yleisölle 

melko tuttuja. Käännöksen kohdelukijalla ei kuitenkaan ole samoja taustatietoja kuin 

suomalaisella, joten pelkät nimet ilman minkäänlaista selitystä aiheuttaisivat mitä 

luultavimmin syvää hämmennystä. Tällöin matkailuesite ei saavuttaisi skopostaan ja 

saattaisi vieraannuttaa tai jopa turhauttaa lukijaansa. Kuuluisuudet ovat myös 

matkailukohteiden tärkeitä vetonauloja, joten sitäkin suuremmalla syyllä on järkevää 
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eksplikoida tässä tapauksessa. Esimerkeissä esiintyvät eksplikaatiot liittyvät henkilön 

alaan (1b. ja 1c.) tai saavutuksiin, kuten kuuluisuuteen (1a. ja 1d.). Kun käännöksen 

kohdelukija ymmärtää, miten tai miksi henkilö on saavuttanut kuuluisuutensa, on 

myös helpompi käsittää, miksi henkilö on tekstissä syytä mainita. Näin 

käännöksestäkin tulee lukijalleen ymmärrettävämpi. 

4.2 Ryhmä 2: Paikat 

Tässä isossa esimerkkiryhmässä on erilaisiin paikkoihin liittyviä eksplikaatioita. 

Useimmilla paikoista on suomenkielinen nimi, mikä on hankalaa käännöksen 

suomea osaamattoman kohdelukijan kannalta. Monissa esimerkeissä 

englanninkielinen nimen käännös onkin sisällytetty sulkeissa lähtöilmauksen jälkeen 

(2a., 2b., 2c., 2e., 2f., 2g.). Esimerkissä 2i. suluissa taas onkin suomenkielinen 

ilmaus. Esimerkissä 2d. on riittänyt, että kosken nimen sisältämä 

luonnonmuodostelman nimi on käännetty, sillä sen avulla lukija tietää, minkälaisesta 

paikasta on kyse. Esimerkki 2c. sisältää kaksi eksplikaatiota, toinen sulkeissa oleva 

käännös ja toinen ennen lähtöilmausta oleva ilmaus, joka määrittelee paikan tyypin. 

Esimerkki 2h. taas sisältää eksplikaation todennäköisesti siksi, että lähtötekstissä ei 

tarvitse selventää mistä pääkaupungista on kyse, koska se käy ilmi kontekstista, 

mutta tilanne käännöksessä ei olisi yhtä selkeä ilman eksplikaatiota. 

4.3 Ryhmä 3: Kulttuuri ja viihde 

Tässä suuressa eksplikaatioryhmässä esimerkit koskevat erilaisia kulttuurin ja 

viihteen ilmiöitä ja tapahtumia, jotka ovat yleisiä matkailuesitteissä, koska ne 

toimivat matkailukohteen vetonauloina. Muutamassa kohdassa suomenkielistä 

ilmausta seuraa sulkeissa oleva käännös (3a., 3b., 3h.), mutta vielä useammassa, 

nimenomaan Sibeliuksen sävellyksiä koskevassa, kohdassa lähtöilmaus onkin 

käännöksen jälkeen sulkeissa (3e., 3f., 3g., 3i.). Todennäköistä on, että 

englanninkielisessä kontekstissa vakiintuneempi nimitys tulee ensin, ja vasta 

seuraavaksi toissijainen ilmaus. Esimerkissä 3d. on oletettu, että käännöksen 

kohdelukija ei osaa ruotsia, toisin kuin suomalainen yleisö, joten lähtöilmauksen 

eteen on lisätty käännetty selite. Esimerkissä 3j. lehdet on taas eksplikoitu luultavasti 

siksi, koska kovin moni ulkomailta tullut turisti tuskin tietää suomalaisia lehtiä. 
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Esimerkissä 3k. on eksplikaatio tehty, jotta kohdelukija tietää, mitä tehdas valmistaa 

ja että tehdas on ollut pitkään käytössä, siispä kulttuurisesti merkittävä. 

4.4 Ryhmä 4: Kulttuurisidonnaiset ilmiöt 

Tässä esimerkkiryhmässä esitellään eksplikointitapauksia, jotka liittyvät 

kulttuurisidonnaisiin ilmiöihin, jotka moni suomalainen tuntee mutta ulkomailta 

saapunut turisti ei. Tämänkaltaiset ilmiöt linkittyvät usein jollain tapaa Suomen 

historiaan. Ryhmässä esiintyy vain kaksi tapausta, joissa on käytetty sulkeita (4a. ja 

4h.), ja esimerkeissä ilmeneekin muiden välimerkkien (4g., 4e., 4i.) käyttöä. Erilaiset 

välimerkit vaikuttavat kuitenkin olevan kaikissa esimerkkiryhmissä varsin helppo ja 

kivuton tapa lisätä käännökseen tietoa, joka ei esiinny lähtötekstissä eksplisiittisenä.  

Esimerkissä 4a. käytetään englanninkielisessäkin tekstissä Metsähallitus-nimitystä 

ensisijaisena, koska sille ei ole olemassa virallista käännöstä. Kääntäjä onkin siis 

lisännyt sulkeissa nimen käännetyn eksplikaation. Esimerkin 4b. kuksat ovat 

suomalaisille tuttu ilmiö, mutta käännöksen kohdelukija ei välttämättä tietäisi, mistä 

on kyse, ellei selvennettäisi, että kyseessä on puinen kupponen. Esimerkit 4c. ja 4f. 

ovat samantapaisia tapauksia kuin 4h., eli niissäkin on lähtötekstistä olennaisesti 

eroavan kontekstin takia eksplikoitu, minkä maan metsästä ja teollistumisesta on 

kyse. Esimerkissä 4d. taas on kodan sijaan käännöksessä vain eksplikaatio, joka 

lienee kohdeyleisölle selkeämpi.  

Esimerkki 4e.:ssä on ensiksi lähtötekstin ilmiön eksplikaatiota, jota seuraa suora 

käännös. Nämä ovat edellytyksiä sille, että kohdelukija ymmärtää entistäkin 

paremmin, mitä virkkeessä pyritään ilmaisemaan. Esimerkki 4g. taas sisältää 

Savutuvan nimen eksplikaation, sillä sitä ilman kohdelukija saattaisi jäädä 

hämmästelemään, minkälaisesta rakennustyypistä on kyse. Esimerkissä 4h. on kaksi 

eksplikaatiota, toinen ennen lähtöilmausta ilmoittamaan, minkä uskontokunnan 

kirkosta on kyse, ja toinen lähtöilmauksen jälkeen ilmaisemaan, mitä rakennustyppiä 

tsasouna edustaa. Esimerkissä 4i. nähdäänkin huomattavan pitkä eksplikaatio, jossa 

kuvataan melko tarkasti ja monisanaisesti jääkäriliikettä. Tällaisen eksplikaation 

ansiosta kovin monelle lukijalle tuskin jää epäselväksi, mitä jääkäriliike tarkoittaa ja 

miksi se on ollut syytä mainita tekstissä. 
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4.5 Haastattelun analyysi 

Alla ovat lokakuussa 2015 sähköpostitse tekemäni 10 kysymyksen haastattelu Koli-

esitteen kääntäjä Pekka Hirvoselle sekä hänen antamansa vastaukset. Haastattelua 

seuraa alempana vastausten analysointi. 

1. Antoiko Kolin kesä & syksy 2015 -matkailuesitteen käännöksen toimeksiantaja 

ohjeistuksia käännöksen sisällön suhteen? 

PH: Ei antanut minkäänlaisia. Tehtävä oli "kääntää englanniksi" kesälehden kunkin 

sivun tiivistelmä. Tiivistelmät oli valmiiksi kirjoitettu suomeksi, joten minua ei 

pyydetty tiivistämään mitään. 

 

2. Jos antoi, koskiko ohjeistus eksplikaatiota tai oletettua kohdelukijaa? Millä 

tavalla?  

PH: ------ 

 

3. Vaikuttiko toimeksiantajan ohjeistus eksplikaation käyttöön käännöksessä? 

PH: ------  

 

4. Saitko itse päättää kohdat, joissa käytit eksplikaatiota? (Esim. ”wooden kuksa-

cups”) 

PH: Kyllä sain. 

 

5. Millä perusteella päätit käyttää eksplikaatiota, jos sait päättää siitä itse?  

PH: Viljelin eksplikaatiota erityisesti erisnimien yhteydessä silloin kun arvelin, ettei 

lukija pystyisi nimestä päättelemään, mistä oli kyse. Esim. Guesthouse Puukarin 
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Pysäkki, The Ahmanhiihto skiing event, Pizzeria-Café Kahpitsa. 

 

6. Vaikuttiko toimeksiantajan ohjeistus kuvaasi kohdelukijasta? Millä tavalla? 

PH:  ----- 

 

7. Minkälainen mielikuva sinulla oli kohdelukijasta? (Esimerkiksi: Mitä oletit 

kohdelukijan tietävän, ja mitä tietoja tai taitoja kohdelukijalta puuttuu? 

Minkämaalainen kohdelukija on? Mikä on hänen äidinkielensä?) 

PH: Oletin (ja tiesinkin), että kohdelukijat ovat monesta maasta ja lukevat 

kesälehteä joko kotimaassaan esim. matka-agenttinsa luona tai (enimmäkseen) 

Suomeen jo saapuneina. Suomen kielen taitoa en olettanut olevan ollenkaan. 

Suurella enemmistöllä on äidinkielenä muu kuin englanti, ja englannintaito 

vaihtelee. Tämä aiheutti tasapainoilua, jotta teksti olisi ymmärrettävää vähän 

vaatimattomammallakin englannin taidolla mutta samalla hyväksyttävää 

syntyperäiselle englannin lukijalle. 

 

8. Antoiko toimeksiantaja ohjeita käännöksen pituuden eli tilankäytön suhteen? 

Minkälaisia? 

PH: Ei antanut minkäänlaisia. Oletin, että käännökseltä odotettiin suurin piirtein 

samaa pituutta kuin lähtötekstiltä. 

 

9. Miten tasapainottelit tilarajoitteiden ja eksplikaation välillä? Olisitko hyödyntänyt 

eksplikaatiota enemmänkin, mikäli tilarajoitteita ei olisi ollut? Miksi? 

PH: Ei tarvinnut tasapainoilla. 
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10. Vaikuttiko mielikuvasi kohdelukijasta omasta mielestäsi eksplikaation käyttöön 

käännöksessä? 

PH: Siltä osin vaikutti, etten olettanut kohdelukijan saavan suomen kielestä irti 

mitään. Eksplikaatiota tarvittiin siksi paljon. Toki sekin lisäsi eksplikaation tarvetta, 

etten voinut edellyttää lukijalta kovin kummoista englannin kielen taitoa. 

 

Haastattelussa esitetyistä 10 kysymyksestä Pekka Hirvonen vastasi sanallisesti 

seitsemään. Hirvonen ilmaisi, että käännöksen toimeksiantaja ei antanut hänelle 

minkäänlaisia ohjeita käännöksen sisällön tai pituuden suhteen, joten Hirvonen sai 

siis itse päättää käännösratkaisuistaan (vastaukset 1 ja 8). Hän siis itse sääteli 

eksplikoinnin käyttöä (vastaus 4) eikä vastaustensa perusteella tuntenut tarvetta 

huomioida tilarajoituksia muuten kuin sen osalta, että käännös olisi suurin piirtein 

samanpituinen kuin lähtötekstistä valmiiksi tehdyt tiivistelmät (vastaukset 1, 8 ja 9).  

Hirvonen käytti eksplikaatiota omien sanojensa mukaan etenkin, kun hän oletti, että 

lukija ei välttämättä pystyisi päättelemään erisnimen merkitystä (vastaus 5). Hän oli 

muodostanut kohdelukijasta myös tietynlaisen kuvan: lukija saattoi lukea 

matkailuesitekäännöstä joko kotimaassaan matka-agentin luona tai Suomessa, joten 

matkailuesitteen täytyisi toimia molemmissa ympäristöissä, ja hän myös oletti, ettei 

kohdeyleisö osaisi suomea lainkaan (vastaukset 7 ja 10). Tämä taas tuntuu 

vaikuttaneen moniin eksplikaatioratkaisuihin. 

Lisäksi Hirvonen toteaa, että koska esitteen kohdeyleisöltä voidaan olettaa 

monentasoista englannin kielitaitoa, tuli käännöksen englannin olla sekä tarpeeksi 

asiallista ja houkuttelevaa englantia äidinkielenään puhuvaa varten että 

ymmärrettävää ja helppolukuista niillekin, jotka eivät muuten osaa englantia kovin 

sujuvasti (vastaukset 7 ja 10). Tämäkin on siis ollut yksi eksplikaation tarvetta 

kasvattava tekijä hänen käännöksessään. Myös hänen omasta mielestään oletettu 

kohdelukija vaikutti eksplikaatioon (vastaus 10). Kaiken kaikkiaan hänen 

vastauksensa siis tuntuvat noudattavan samaa linjaa eksplikaatioesimerkeistä tehdyn 

analyysin kanssa: oletukset kohdelukijan taustasta, kielitaidosta ja odotuksista ovat 

vaikuttaneet matkailuesitekäännöksessä tehtyihin eksplikaatioratkaisuihin. 
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5 Päätelmät 

Tutkimuksen päämäärä oli siis tehdä katsaus niihin ilmiöihin, joita suomesta 

englantiin tehdyissä matkailuesitekäännöksissä yleensä eksplikoidaan. Kerätyt 

esimerkit jaoteltiin neljään ryhmään aihepiirin mukaan, jolloin voitiin todeta, että 

eksplikointia esiintyy paljon kuuluisten ihmisten, paikkojen ja paikannimien, 

kulttuuriin, viihteen ja tapahtumien sekä kulttuurisidonnaisten ilmiöiden yhteydessä. 

Näin ollen erityisesti erisnimiä ja kulttuurisidonnaisuuksia oli eksplikoitu. 

Tarkemman esimerkkien tarkastelun yhteydessä voitiin huomata, että eksplikoituihin 

ilmiöihin liittyy yleensä jokin elementti, jota käännöksen kohdelukija ei ilman 

eksplikaatiota oletettavasti välttämättä ymmärrä, kuten suomenkielinen nimi tai 

suomalaiseen kulttuuriin sidoksissa oleva ilmaus, joten nämä implisiittiset elementit 

on yleensä hyvä eksplikoida. Näin kääntäjä ottaa kohdelukijan huomioon 

ratkaisuissaan mahdollisten tilarajoitteiden puitteissa, jotta käännös saavuttaisi 

päämääränsä ja saisi houkuteltua lukijansa matkailukohteeseen mahdollisimman 

tehokkaasti. Tämä lopputulos vahvistui myös kääntäjä Pekka Hirvosen antamien 

vastausten osalta, sillä hänkin oli tehnyt eksplikaatioratkaisunsa 

kohdelukijamielikuviensa perusteella. 

Samalla tutkimus myös antaa tukea skoposteorialle, sillä tulosten perusteella 

huomataan, että käännös ja sen ratkaisut on todennäköisesti tehty käännöksen 

kohdelukija, päämäärä ja skopos mielessä. Kaikkien teorialuvussa esiteltyjen 

tekijöiden väliltä löytyi kytkös. Tutkimuksen tuloksia voivat matkailuesitteiden 

kääntäjät myös soveltaa käytännössä, sillä tarkempi tieto eksplikaation 

käyttöyhteyksistä ja -tavoista myös helpottaa sen käyttöä jatkossa. Eksplikaation 

käytön kynnys madaltuu, kun kääntäjä tietää, miten ja milloin muutkin ovat 

käyttäneet sitä. Tuloksia voidaan myös hyödyntää opetuskäytössä kulttuurien 

välisten erojen osoittamiseen.  

Kovin suuria yleistyksiä ei kuitenkaan vielä tämänlaajuisen tutkimusmateriaalin 

perusteella kannata tehdä. Kattavammalla materiaalilla voitaisiin tehdä pitävämpiä 

yleistyksiä, ja matkailuesitteiden kääntäjiä tulisi haastatella enemmän ja 

syvällisemmin, jotta kääntäjien omat ajatukset saataisiin paremmin esille. Myös 

muun muassa eksplikaation välimerkeissä, strategioissa ja pituudessa riittäisi 
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tutkittavaa. Lisätutkimukselle olisi siis kieltämättä tarvetta eksplikaation ja 

matkailuesitteiden kääntämisen parissa. 

 

 


